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From the Publisher
In line with the thinking that market forces ensure
the most efficient provision of a product or a service
is the concept that self-regulation creates the checks
and balances peculiar to industries and their
segments and encourages best practices. In terms
of regulating and supervising complex industries
with their network of service providers, self
regulation – technically – harnesses the domain
knowledge and enlightened self interest of the
stakeholders, creating a necessary but not sufficient
level of supervision and control.
In the insurance industry, this concept – enabled
by the Insurance Act, 1938 – is being actively
pursued and the formal inauguration of the
Secretariat of the Life Insurance Council last month
is a milestone in this journey. The council has been
tackling issues of significance like misselling
(uniform benefit illustrations during the selling
process) and disclosure (bringing clarity into the
potentially confusing area of complex products). It
has other weighty tasks ahead, befitting the
representative body of an industry that holds
immense market potential and obligations.
The General Insurance Council, which has been
busy with market conduct and other industry issues
will follow suit shortly in setting up their own
infrastructure. The IRDA has already set in motion

the system of dealing with one organisation in each
segment that will comprehensively represent the
interests of that sector and insurance brokers and
third party administrators (TPAs) are at various
stages of building their self-regulatory
organisations.
In this issue of IRDA Journal we bring you
thoughts from representatives of these segments
on the scope and workings of self-regulation in order
to get a clearer picture of the issues and concerns.
The most popular content in the Journal takes
a special meaning this month with the provisional
business statistics of the last financial year. While
the Non-Life industry has grown at a moderate 13
per cent, there are segmentations within the
industry that analysts think bear watching. On the
Life side the growth has been 36 per cent.
The next issue of the Journal will examine the
grievance redressal systems in and for the industry.
This is a topic that the regulator is always deeply
interested in, policyholders’ protection being his
primary duty.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Journeys
Year ending is a tense time. It could exhilarate or dampen. Targets, business plans, performance
bonuses and incentives are all up there for the world to see and judge.
We know that all of you await statistics each month through the Journal and are happy to
bring you the year ending business performance statistics of the life and non-life industries.
Our issue focus this month is self-regulation. As we worked on this issue we found that the
industry is still in its very early days in recognising and using the opportunity for setting its own
standards for accountability. However, a survey on self regulation does bring out interesting
facets of the journey itself.
We have also Mr. S. K. Mohapatra talking about self-regulation for TPAs and Mr. G. V. Rao
about self-regulation as a concept and about setting up a self-regulatory organisation (SRO)
for surveyors.
Mr. P. S. Prabhakar writes on the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) as
an example of thriving self-regulatory practices while Mr. V. Sithapathy ponders the role of an
SRO for insurance broekers.
We revisit the ever popular topic of Health insurance in the form of an article by Mr. Richard
Kipp and his colleagues from Milliman on how to make it a sustainable business.
There has been a suggestion and requests to index the articles that have appeared in IRDA
Journal for easy reference. We have catalogued the articles appearing in the first year of the
Journal’s publication in this issue and rest shall follow. The list is proposed to be put up on the
website of the Authority as well for easy linking to the appropriate issue.
Our next issue will be on the disputes redressal machinery in the industry, specially
the ombudsman scheme. We hope to bring some insights into the process of dealing with
unhappy customers.

K. Nitya Kalyani

VANTAGE POINT

Recourse
K. Nitya Kalyani

Next month we revisit a topic that we
featured not too long ago. Grievances
redressal in the insurance industry.
Only this time, we have specifics to go
by in the form of the final
recommendations of the Law
Commission on this topic where earlier
we worked with some of their interim
thoughts.
Keeping customers happy is the
insurance policy of all businesses. More
insurance related services since the
product is intangible and its delivery is
prompted by distressing circumstances
for the customer – a time when very
sensitive, skilful and prompt response
is required.
The industry has a built in consumer
grievance redressal machinery,
mandated by the regulations as well.
Apart from a designated officer for
handling grievances at different levels
including at the head office, there is a
provision for a board member
representing consumer interests.
An industry wide grievance
mechanism is the Ombudsman scheme
which provides a timebound, free and
independent method of dispute
resolution for the individual consumer.
To add to his comfort of using the
process, the Insurance Ombudsman’s
awards are binding on the company, but
not on the consumer who, if he is still
unhappy with the award and its scope,
can choose to seek other fora to take his
complaints to. These include consumer
courts and the civil court system as well.
The interesting aspect of the dispute
resolution process is that responsibility
for attempting to resolve a complaint
lies in the first instance with the
company itself. All internal company
complaints procedures must be
exhausted before the Ombudsman
will be able to take up a case. This
ensures that the consumer and the
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company have ample time and
opportunity to iron out their differences,
many of which are born, experts in the
system say, out of a perceived lack of
interest shown to the concerns and
anxiety expressed by the customer.

questions at the point of sale, would assist
potential policyholders in fully
understanding the essential features of the
policy being sold, create more consumer
satisfaction and fewer complaints to
insurers.”

As would be logical, the Indian
machinery to take care of disputes
resolution has to go beyond dealing with
complaints and reacting to the
requirements of the consumers. They
should be able to influence and catalyse
the insurance companies and other
stakeholders in the insurance industry
to get to the root of the problem and solve
those. Ombudsmen are admirably

On disclosure she says:

Keeping customers
happy is the insurance
policy of all businesses.

placed to play this role because through
their hands pass a mass of complaints
that represent what is going wrong in
the industry and they could analyse and
infer what gave rise to the dispute and
convey it back to the industry as
feedback for improvement of processes.

“Insurance is a contract “uberrima
fides”, that is of utmost good faith.
Therefore, I cannot overemphasise the
importance of disclosure by applicants for
insurance policies of all material
information. Disclosure of relevant
information is vital.”
In what is not very far into the future
for the Indian market which is tumbling
headlong into using telemarketing and
call centres for handling claims and
complaints, here is a comment by the
Ireland Ombudsman on disclosure and
hinting at potential mis-selling issues.
“In the Ombudsman’s annual reports
of 1998 and 1999, emphasis was placed on
the growing number of problems arising
from conflicts about the nature of assurances
given in the course of telephone conversations
between policyholders and their insurance
companies. The last year has shown that
this issue continues to be a source of dispute
and a source of complaint to the Office.

Here is an example of how this is
done elsewhere. It is interesting to note
that the suggestions relate to the well
known grey areas of communication and
disclosure by BOTH parties to the
contract! To quote from the Insurance
Ombudsman of Ireland:

I must reiterate my strong
recommendation that adequate records be
kept by companies of what was said
during sales calls, claims calls, or when
advice is being sought regarding cover, in
particular for medical procedures.”

“In previous years I drew attention to
the need for simplification of the language
of the insurance world. I would continue
to urge companies to make this a priority.
It would greatly improve communication
and understanding between them and
their policyholders. It would attract

Business and the human nature of
loss and tragedy being similar
worldwide, disputes will arise and they
do have to be solved in a streamlined
way. In our next issue we shall look at
various facets of the issue and the new
thinking and developments therein.

IN THE AIR

Marine Hull Guidelines
IRDA has issued guidelines to Non-Life
insurers with regard to Marine Hull insurance
following the detariffing of this class of business
from April 1, 2005 by the Tariff Advisory Committee
(TAC). The Guidelines, issued on March 23, 2005
read as follows:

shall follow the existing policy wordings, terms
and conditions including clauses such as the
Institute clauses till further orders. On the other
hand the terms & conditions for the war risk
insurance policy shall be identical to the existing
Government of India Scheme until further orders.

Re : Guidelines for Marine Hull Insurance and
Insurance of War risk Insurance of Marine Hulls

2. All such insurers shall follow the
procedures as contained in IRDA Circular No.
IRDA/ Gen./ Fup/ Feb. 2001 dated 26th February,
2001 for filing of products.

Following the decision of the Tariff Advisory
Committee to de-tariff Marine Hull Insurance from
1st April, 2005 and the communication dated
24.12.2004 from the Ministry of Finance, the
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
under the powers granted under Section 14 (2)(i)
of the IRDA Act, 1999, issues the following
guidelines for the conduct of Marine Hull business
and the underwriting of insurance of war risk
insurance for marine hulls in the country.
1. All general insurers who wish to write
marine hull class of business which will go out
of the tariff from 1.4.2005 as per TAC’s circular
no. M-Hull/ Cir-2/ 2005 dated 14th March, 2005

3. While filing the products the general
insurers shall indicate the net minimum premium
rate for each class of business which the company
will offer which has all possible good features
built into it and under no circumstances write
the business below such rate.
4. Those insurance companies wanting to
write marine hull class of business and the war
risk insurance for marine hulls shall file
separately with the IRDA the reinsurance
arrangements for protecting the net account
exposures. They shall ensure that the proposed

arrangements terminate on 31st March, 2006.
5. The insurers shall file separately
monthly busines figures for Marine Hull including
war risk insurance as being done under the
Marine Hull class of business.
6. The limits of cession for obligatory
cessions, and commission from National
Reinsurer for obligatory cessions for marine hull
business and for war risk insurance for marine
hulls shall be as per IRDA circular no. IRDA/
CIR/ RI/ 077/ Feb-05 dated 23rd February, 2005.
7. The maximum allowable remuneration to
brokers/ agents applicable to this class of business
is enumerated in IRDA circular no. IRDA/ CIR/
TAC/ 085/ MAR-05 dated 18th March, 2005.
Insurers are requested to acknowledge
receipt and strictly conform to the above
mentioned guidelines.
Sd/(Mathew Verghese)
Member

SUSPENSION REVOKED
IRDA has revoked the suspension
of insurance broking licence of
M/s Avani Insurance Services Pvt.
Ltd., Mumbai and allowed it to change
its name to Pnb Principal Insurance
Advisory Co. Pvt. Ltd.
The Order, dated 15th April, 2005
states:
The Authority had suspended the
broking license of the above broker on
5th May, 2004 on account of its selling
its the entire shareholding to M/s.
Berger Paints India Ltd. without prior
approval of the Authority.
The promoters approached the
Authority with new shareholders
holding shares in the following manner:

Principal Group
Punjab National Bank
Berger Paints India Ltd.
Vijaya Bank
Total

: 26%
: 30%
: 25%
: 19%
: 100%

and requested the Authority for revival
of insurance broker license vide their
application dated 25th June, 2004.
They also requested for Authority’s
approval for the name change of
the broking company from Avani
Insurance Services Pvt. Ltd. to M/s. Pnb
Principal Insurance Advisory Company
Pvt. Ltd. to reflect the changes in broking
company after its takeover. The new
name was duly approved by the
Authority vide its letter dated 9th June,
2004 to M/s. Pnb Principal Insurance
Advisory Company Pvt. Ltd.

The Authority on processing the
said application and examining the
issue, is satisfied that the broking
company has fulfilled the requirements
for conduct of broking operation as
stipulated under the IRDA (Insurance
Brokers) Regulations, 2002.
In view of the above and after
considering all the relevant facts, the
Authority hereby revokes the
suspension on License No. 204 and
permits the broking company now
known as M/s Pnb Principal Insurance
Advisory Co. Pvt. Ltd. to carry on its
normal activities as a direct insurance
broker with immediate effect.
sd/(Mathew Verghese)
Member
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IN THE AIR

NEW OFFICE BEARERS
ELECTED TO TAC
Following the retirement of Mr.
P. C. Ghosh, Chairman, GIC, Mr.
S. L. Mohan, CMD, Oriental
Insurance and Mr. H. S. Wadhwa,
CMD, National Insurance who were
elected members of the Tariff
Advisory Committee (TAC) board,
elections were held to elect new
members to those vacancies.
TAC has put out the following
announcement dated May 2, 2005
following the elections:
Consequent upon TAC Elections2005, pursuant to the provisions of
the Insurance Act, 1938 read with
the Insurance Rules, 1939 as
amended by the Insurance
(Amendment) Rules, 2004 (the
Rules) and the Tariff Advisory

Committee
(Election
of
Members, Meetings, Functions &
Miscellaneous) Regulations, 2004
(the Regulations), the following have
been elected in the vacancies arising
out of the superannuation of Sri P.
C. Ghosh, Chairman, GIC, Sri S.
L. Mohan, CMD, Oriental
Insurance and Sri H. S. Wadhwa,
CMD, National Insurance:a. Sri R. K. Joshi, CMD, General
Insurance Corporation of India
b. Sri B. Chakraborti, CMD,
National Insurance Co. Ltd.
c. Sri M. Ramadoss, CMD, The
Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
C.S. Rao
Chairman

Keyman
Insurance on Hold
IRDA has put on hold the sale of
Keyman Insurance Cover except as
term insurance policies pending
examination of some mis-selling
instances reported in March 2005. The
following circular has been issued on
April 27, 2005 with regard to this
matter by IRDA:
This Authority is aware of some of
the aberrations that have taken place
in the month of March, 2005 in the
matter of sale of Keyman Insurance.
We shall conduct a detailed
examination of the policies marketed
in March 2005 and shall come out with
detailed guidelines on the sale of
Keyman Insurance at the appropriate
time. In the meantime, it has been
decided that only Term Insurance
Policy will henceforth be issued as
“Keyman Insurance C

LICENSED BROKERS
Bakhtawar Pastakia
Edelweiss Insurance Brokers Ltd.
14th Floor, Express Towers,
Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021
(022)22864216
P. Chatterjee
Sun Risk Management Services Pvt. Ltd.
God Gift Tower, 3rd Floor, Hill Road
Bandra (West),
Mumbai-400050
(022)56270809
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J.C. Sharma
Supreme Ins. Brokers Ltd.
3rd Floor, R.D. Chambers,
16/11, Arya Samaj Road, Karol Bagh,
New Delhi-110005
(011)(25735841

A.T.P. Pillai
Independent Ins. Services Pvt. Ltd.
No.5, Gokul Arcade,
2 & 2A, Sardar Patel Road, Adyar,
Chennai-600020
(044)55177023

D.A. Gadgil
Cabal Ins. Services Pvt. Ltd.
118-B Wing, 11th Floor, Mittal Towers,
Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021
(022)56324917

M.C. Chattaraj
Apeejay Ins. Services Pvt. Ltd.
Apeejay House, 15 Park Street,
Kolkata-700 016
(033)22295455
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The above advertisement is issued by IRDA in the public interest.
Those wishing to publish it for spreading consumer awareness of insurance
may use this artwork for reproduction.
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Bajaj Allianz
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ING Vysya
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
AMP Sanmar
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
SBI Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium

1

4

3

2

Insurer

Sl No.

734.31
28,162.46
57.06
26,625.83
985.22
494.35
9,118.44
6,235.98
2,325.60
185.87
370.99
48,293.56
6,992.69
9,839.46

197.28
18,478.59
24.23
17,958.78
238.74
256.84
870.99
479.45
251.11
121.46
18.97
8,690.23
1,315.00
3,561.45

Upto Mar
86,001.80
45,144.52
40,122.97

378.57
1,925.40
156.72
-100.00
557.45
288.14
-30.63
275.87
1,342.64
2,220.82
227.04
-4.42
72.21
50.22
138.51
122.04
85.35

2,433.27
107.93
246.96
20,247.71
3,149.27
5,308.71

Upto Mar

% Growth
over
previous year

17,970.51
2,228.92
15,629.14
0.76
111.69
7,255.66
82.26
7,083.80
68.29
21.30
2,788.16

Upto Mar

Premium u/w
2003-04

1.91

0.36

1.11

3.39

Upto Mar

Premium
Market
Share (%)
Mar

8
43,271
3038
39,656

30
26,088
3,564
22,490
1
33
6,378
703
5,667

83,017
21,574
61,413

Upto Mar

144
1,11,141
8,393
1,02,653
1
94
35,268
7,639
27,554
1
74
1,29,974
7,963
1,18,351

2,88,191
41,940
2,46,107

46,250
5
27
86,495
7,847
78,099

1,85,350
3,099
1,82,194
1
56
90,977
12,115
78,853
1
8
46,282

Upto Mar

-40.42
-80.00
174.07
50.27
1.48
51.54

1,075.00
-23.80

55.48
1,253.34
35.08
-100.00
157.14
22.16
-30.72
30.18

Upto Mar

Mar

3,62,531
53,433
2,282
51,151
95,306

1,04,101
28,456
553
27,903
7,761

190
7,761
95,116
0.49 2,21,492 9,68,383

0.13

0.42

(Rs. in lakhs)

1,189
59,152
7,73,223

-84.02
60.80
25.24

1,300.00
266.67
57.95

-100.00
258.88
278.61

781
1,01,016
14,113
163
13,950
60,341

256.13

1,01,797

8.84

0.87

0.49

3.31

No. of lives
% Growth Lives covered
covered under
over
under Group
Group Schemes Previous year Schemes -2003-04
Market Share (%)
Upto Mar
Upto Mar Upto Mar
Upto Mar

No. of lives covered
under Group Schemes
2004-05

Non-linked and linked premium underwritten by
LIC in 2004-05 was 78.31 per cent and 21.69 per cent
as against 97.70 per cent and 2.29 per cent in 200304. In case of private insurers the percentage was 28.72
per cent and 71.28 per cent in 2004-05 as against
50.18 per cent and 49.82 per cent respectively in the
previous year.

Analysis of the statistics in terms of linked and
non-linked premium shows that while premium
underwritten under the linked categories was
Rs. 8,24,774.97 lakh as against Rs. 1,57,942.43 lakh
in the corresponding previous year reflecting a growth
of 422.19 per cent, the non-linked premium was
Rs. 17,06,937.17 lakh as against Rs. 17,06,448.28
lakh in 2003-04, i.e., a growth of 0.028 per cent.

1.10 1,04,101 3,62,531

Upto Mar

No. of Policies % Growth Policies
/ Schemes
over
Market
2003-04 Previous year Share (%)

A further segregation of the premium underwritten
during the period indicates that Life, Annuity, Pension and
Health contributed Rs. 19,56,284.99 lakh (77.27 per cent),
Rs. 1,69,680.64 lakh (6.7 per cent), Rs. 3,93,848.18 lakh
(15.55 per cent) and Rs. 11,898.33 lakh (0.47 per cent)
respectively to the total premium, as against this,
Rs. 15,22,903.11 lakh (81.68 per cent), Rs. 1,60,745.02
lakh (8.62 per cent), Rs. 1,67,403.96 lakh (8.97 per cent)
and Rs. 13,338.62 lakh (0.72 per cent) was underwritten
in the respective segments in 2003-04.

lakh. In terms of policies underwritten, the market share of
the new players and LIC was 8.50 per cent and 91.50 per
cent as against 5.79 per cent and 94.21 per cent respectively
in 2003-04.

No. of Policies /
Schemes
2004-05

LIC underwrote premium of Rs. 19,78,593.20 lakh
during the period i.e., a market share of 78.07 per cent,
followed by ICICI Prudential and Bajaj Allianz with
premium underwritten (market share) of Rs. 1,58,408.46
lakh (6.25 per cent) and Rs. 86,001.80 lakh (3.39 per cent)
respectively. The number of lives covered by the industry
under the various group schemes was 1,09,57,158 during
the period ended March, 2005. LIC covered 81,42,374 lives
under the group schemes accounting for 74.31 per cent of
the market, followed by SBI Life with 9,68,383 lives (8.84
per cent), Bajaj Allianz with 3,62,531 lives (3.31 per cent)
and TATA AIG with 3,16,150 lives (2.89 per cent). The new
players underwrote first year premium of Rs. 5,55,694.47

group single and non-single premium accounted for
Rs. 4,01,604.62 lakh and Rs. 36,476.07 lakh.

36,596.63
25,168.98
11,230.37

Mar

Premium u/w
2004-05

The total Individual premium and Group premium
underwritten was Rs. 20,96,206.98 lakh (82.71 per cent)
and Rs. 4,38,080.69 lakh (17.29 per cent) respectively as
against Rs. 14,64,122.42 lakh (78.42 per cent) and
Rs. 4,02,817.27 lakh (21.58 per cent) underwritten in the
corresponding period of the previous year. The premium
underwritten by the industry upto March, 2005, towards
individual single and non-single policies stood at
Rs. 5,90,461.13 lakh and Rs. 15,05,745.85 lakh respectively
accounting for 18,55,947 and 2,43,81,112 policies. The

Rs. 8,13,014.01 lakh during the month of March, 2005,
taking the cumulative premium underwritten during the
current year 2004-05 to Rs. 25,34,287.67 lakh.

The life insurance industry underwrote a premium of

Life industry ends fiscal with 36% growth
Linked business grows 422%; Non-Linked business 0.03%

Report Card:LIFE
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Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Tata AIG
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
HDFC Standard
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ICICI Prudential
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Birla Sunlife
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Aviva
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Max New York
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Met Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Sahara Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
LIC
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Total
481.35
167.09
164.71

-0.06
131.86
129.48

51.25

410.08
2,338.16
50.49
2,236.42

Journal,
May 2005
irda
Journal,
December
2002
irda
18,66,939.69

25,34,287.67

639.86
5,603.71
265.45
4,856.91

186.87
1,048.10
97.56
950.60

720.32
13,148.80
178.35
12,560.37

35.75

21.83
249.97
-0.03
1.56

839.22

56.03
139.66
425.75
117.17

109.14
70.88
27.16
71.99

685.49
202.02
666.89
88.18

64.04
12,408.24
2,414.74
9,273.18

8,13,014.01

1,506.50
22,469.01
226.79
21,602.36

438.76
4,208.25
14.76
4,006.62

110.96
6.71
116.10
15.93
1,449.34
38.11
20.03
89.89
19.25
-46.26
149.28
31.68
151.07

101.99
9.83
-13.12
132.24
33.47
170.78
26.16

260.15
10.66
66.65

75,091.03
12,005.00
62,211.00
167.33
707.70
44,986.19
1,941.33
26,741.57
392.90
15,910.39
7,713.84
495.45
7,154.35

12,387.07
485.92
5,142.47
20,933.26
6,252.06
13,045.08
1,636.12

2.38
19,78,593.20 16,24,042.67
4,88,882.81 1,39,691.21
11,19,231.32 11,19,569.37
3,70,479.07 3,64,782.09

25,020.74
533.71
4,467.63
48,615.08
8,344.83
35,323.04
2,064.18
2,883.03
1,58,408.46
12,810.02
1,34,439.74
193.99
10,964.71
62,128.31
2,330.19
50,780.14
468.52
8,549.47
19,229.27
652.40
17,962.72
111.14
503.01
37,475.21
18,518.39
17,450.32

3,796.78
46.52
895.69
19,771.79
2,249.49
14,975.70
432.89
2,113.72
42,942.95
2,437.18
37,752.87
74.05
2,678.84
13,673.42
1,052.40
11,952.33
49.93
618.76
4,248.50
296.38
3,630.07
22.90
299.14
23,313.41
15,728.36
7,146.29

7,381.00
4,408.73
18,015.47

2.38
6,34,300.31
2,37,401.62
2,59,910.01
1,36,988.68

26,582.93
4,878.48
30,022.07

3,209.17
604.61
4,738.99

7,133

16
7,146

6
9,579
133
9,430

17
33,608
21
33,581

5
14,975
677
14,281

10,201

120
10,214

89
46,682
622
45,940

70
2,16,671
238
2,16,344

254
2,06,320
53,003
1,53,120
155
42
6,14,673
7,305
6,07,214
51
103
1,98,370
50,447
1,47,836
1
86
83,209
1,611
81,567
1
30
63,468
2,224
61,174

29
58,695
17,579
41,074
22
20
96,352
734
95,538
35
45
41,710
2,011
39,687
12
13,989
418
13,566

2,28,640

31,119

6
3,654
2,28,894

19

80
25,124
273
24,832

28
1,45,581
203
1,45,298

27
51,071
590
50,453

154
71,001
722
70,252

4,36,196
10,417
4,25,694
73
12
1,55,598
28,454
1,26,990

1,61,897
1
69
2,03,205
38,581
1,64,523
101

26
523
1,61,967

100.00 75,27,698 2,62,60,468

2,86,26,916

13
13
78.07 70,61,742 2,40,27,393 2,69,68,069
10,18,208 16,74,562
3,18,234
60,39,265 2,23,34,411 2,66,33,685
4269
18,420
16,150

0.01

0.22

0.89

1.48

0.76

2.45

6.25

1.92

1.18

577
31,148

-8.27

-10.90
426.20
-16.14
14.06

531.58

11.25
85.81
127.84
85.00

150.00
48.83
17.24
48.90

11.11
24.27
276.95
21.25

-44.16
17.19
123.13
16.11

40.92
-29.87
42.64
-30.14
758.33
27.49
77.29
16.42

41.23
-100.00
268.12
1.53
37.38
-6.93
53.47

-76.92
598.66
41.32

100.00

47,91,880 1,09,57,158

62,53,244

45,10,429

41,520

42,20,645 81,42,374

1,59,084
2,380

1,17,879
41,520

45,10,429

9,482
2,380

4,770
68,933
9,482 1,59,084

94,344
68,933

52,924
1,17,879

88,857
52,924

141
42,699
25,529

25,529
4,770

3,107
1,95,206
88,857

429
4,163
3,681
77,484
42,840 2,96,538
802
2,95,736
94,344

38,852
7,074
1,98,313

52,913
56,449
81,647

33,838
7,140
4,110

58,335

18,078 1,57,517
21,923
49,176
40,978 1,09,362
45,926

95,939
93,648
58,335

4,725
81,773
34,610 2,34,377
40,001 2,06,693

73,109
7,00,114
1,89,587

2,380
2,380
91.50 42,20,645 81,42,374

0.04

0.18

0.83

0.24

0.32

0.76

2.34

0.79

0.87

33,488 2,65,614
1,88,004 7,02,769
39,335 3,16,150

75.22

80.52

80.52

283.15

-41.52
283.15

78.26
-41.52

232.82
78.26

33.99
-60.31
233.72

36.19
697.98
-58.83

138.13

170.02

-14.77
150.27
254.32

263.31
0.38
66.76

100.00

74.31

0.02

1.45

0.63

0.86

2.71

0.75

1.00

1.89

2.89
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Carrots For All

— Policies to promote and broaden health insurance coverage

The needs of all stakeholders must be met for the mass health insurance
movement to be sustainable, write Richard A. Kipp, Ronald G. Harris and
Thomas D. Snook.

Emerging markets across the world are
rapidly awakening to the importance of
health insurance. A mass movement of
“health insurance for all” is particularly
vital to the health of the economy, since
it rationalises government spending on
healthcare and augments the financial
condition of households.
The Indian insurance industry and
the Regulator are considering a number
of actions in this direction. The
expansion of the health insurance
industry would provide a means to
helping achieve a number of other
desired social outcomes, from improving
the general health status of Indians and
easing the financial burden on the
Government, to improving access
to healthcare services by reducing
the reliance on the public system,
helping more Indians avoid catastrophic
loss of family savings, and improving
the quality of care that is provided to
the citizens.
These goals are consistent with
those that most developed countries
would express; perhaps the primary
difference is the relative state of the
healthcare and health insurance
systems in each country.
Adequate quality data
Much has been written about the
lack of data1 and information regarding
the healthcare services provided to
patients here. This has been, and
continues to be, a significant stumbling
block to the development of a robust
health insurance market in India. In our
article in IRDA Journal (The Foundation
is Numbers by Ronald G. Harris,
Richard A. Kipp and Thomas Snook,
IRDA Journal , October 2004, ) we had
described the crucial actuarial elements
needed for a health insurance industry
to develop strength and begin to thrive.
They were: (1) soundly designed
products, (2) structured and fair
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healthcare provider (hospitals,
physicians, etc.) reimbursement, and
(3) appropriate and sustainable
methods of accepting and pricing
insurance products.
To create an environment for these
elements to be present, adequate
quality data must be available for the
various health system stakeholders to
use to manage their businesses.Policies
to promote and broaden coverage must
balance the needs of all of the health

Technology has created
treatments that can be
rendered on an outpatient
basis. These may be less
expensive than inpatient
services, but are still costly
enough to be threatening to
a family’s savings. These
types of alternative care
must be included in
insurance policy coverage.

Maintaining this emphasis on
financial responsibility and security
will be important for economic growth
and prosperity in the future.
Consequently, a well-designed health
insurance product, which protects
family savings in the face of large,
unanticipated medical expenses,
should be perceived as valuable by
Indian consumers. Only if health
insurance products are perceived as
being worth the cost by consumers,
however, will the health insurance
market be truly successful. People are
sure to want to better know what their
money is buying and know that
competent services can be expected for
their money.
What constitutes a “well-designed”
health insurance plan?

Stakeholder needs
There are several key stakeholders
in any health system, and the needs of
each have to be met for the system to be
sustainable. We will explore those
needs briefly in the sections below.

First, the coverage provided should
be reasonably comprehensive, without
unnecessary or counterproductive
gaps. Mediclaim policies here
typically provide coverage only for
medical services rendered in an
inpatient hospital setting. In today’s
world of medical delivery, these
products need to include a broader set
of services. Technology has created
treatments that can be rendered on an
outpatient basis. These may be less
expensive than inpatient services, but
are still costly enough to be
threatening to a family’s savings. These
types of alternative care must be
included in insurance policy coverage for
these new coverages to make sense in
today’s world and in the future.

Indian consumers
Indian culture traditionally
engenders a philosophy of building
personal financial security, with
particular importance on the well-being
of one’s family.

Policies to broaden coverage should
also encourage preventive “well” care
and healthy behaviours. This takes
coordination with public health and
education processes. People who
practice healthy lifestyles (e.g.

system’s stakeholders. It is only when
this occurs that a health insurance
industry can flourish.

Educating consumers about health
insurance in general will be extremely
important. Partly this involves
increasing people’s awareness of
insurance coverage. In addition,
information regarding disease, cost of
treatments, alternative treatment
options and the quality of the treatments

 Understandable information –

– People can be expected to want choices
when it comes to health insurance
coverage. The ability to choose among
hospitals and other healthcare
providers, coverage scope and insurers
should be available, if the consumer is
to make prudent purchasing decisions.
Not every family situation is the same,
and not every person needs or will want
the same coverage. But the new
generation of policies should include
provision for non-inpatient services to
encourage smarter buying. Additionally,
a competitive health insurance market
ensures that products will be priced
fairly. The prices of these new policies
must be affordable so that they are
accessible to the greatest number of
people possible.

 Competitively priced products
with choice

The desire to protect savings, by itself,
is a strong motivating factor. However,
there are ways to create additional
incentives to purchase health insurance,
some of which already exist in India, such
as enhanced tax treatment for insurance
costs. Another example, not currently
present in India, is structuring financing
alternatives such as medical savings
accounts, which combine higher
deductible insurance coverage with
money set aside for future health costs
to individuals).

 Financial incentives –

As an incentive for consumers to
purchase insurance, several things need
to exist:

exercising, not smoking, etc.) have lower
expected health costs and hence should
benefit in some way, either through
reduced health insurance premiums or
greater benefits.
sponsored

While it is important that
health insurance provide
sufficient protection to make
it attractive to the buying
public, care must be taken to
design products that involve
the consumer in the cost of
care to a significant extent,
so that individuals are
encouraged to behave in a
cost conscious way

While it is important that health
insurance provide sufficient protection
to make it attractive to the buying public,
care must be taken to design products

Financing of health insurance through
employer sponsored programmes is
likely to improve access to insurance for
some. Employers would have to be
motivated to provide such coverage;
again, more favourable tax treatment
might be a motivating force.

 Employer
programmes –

provided must be available to
consumers in order for them to be
able to buy healthcare services in a
prudent manner.

that involve the consumer in the cost of
care to a significant extent, so that
individuals are encouraged to behave in
a cost conscious way. A health insurance
policy that provides 100 per cent
coverage for all services removes the
patient entirely from the economic
consequences of his course or place of
treatment. When that happens, the
patient has no incentive to pursue costeffective treatment options. In our
experience, this almost always leads to
the over-utilisation of services and very
high cost trends; this in turn leads to
high premium rate increases and,
ultimately, to an unstable health
insurance market.
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One important lesson learned from
the US is how important it is to
preserve an individual’s feeling of
responsibility for himself with regard to
his health, and his healthcare. In a rush
to create broad coverage for today’s
Indian health insurance policies this
feeling could easily be lost. Indians
should be able to protect their savings
through new policies, but should also
continue to be involved in a major way
in the purchase of provider services.
Thoughtfully structured coverages can
achieve both goals – protection of
savings
and
well-informed,
conscientious consuming. Failure to
achieve the latter goal can result in an
unstable health insurance market with
high premium rate increases, which does
not serve the goal of broadening
coverage.

In response to this, a movement
called “consumerism2” has emerged and
is gaining popularity. It is thought to be
one of several forces that will help
control increasing healthcare costs. The
theory is simple – if healthcare
consumers pay a growing share of
healthcare’s cost, the consumer will buy
more prudently. While the result of this
return to consumers paying more outof-pocket for healthcare is yet to be seen,
many in the insurance industry in the
US are hopeful that it will help lower
cost trends to more reasonable levels.

The US provides a good example of
this ‘unstable market’ phenomenon.
Benefit structures in the US have moved
toward lower member cost-sharing than
were common 20-30 years ago; not
coincidentally, healthcare costs in the
US have been increasing at very high
rates. Relatively low out-of-pocket
costs, technological changes and an evergrowing philosophy of entitlement in the
nation have resulted in a demand for
more services and the most expensive
treatments. This has led to high
premium rates for health insurance, to
the point where health insurance is
increasingly perceived as becoming
unaffordable for a large segment of the
population.

FOLLOW THROUGH
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Health insurers
In order to develop a truly
competitive health insurance market in
India, the number of companies present
in the market and the level of company
activity promoting health insurance
products need to increase. Competition
will help the industry grow and improve.
Steps need to be taken to make it easy
for the number of insurance entities to
increase. These steps fall into two broad
categories: taking measures to manage
the business risks appropriately, and
assuring an adequate, fair regulatory
environment.
 Managing business risks –
Private health insurance companies will
enter the Indian market if they believe
that they can generate an adequate
return on the investment required. This
means they need to be able to manage
the risks associated with operating a
health insurance company (or health
insurance line of business in a multiline company). The risks they will face
include:
 claim trend uncertainty and its
impact on rating
 overhead expense recovery
 catastrophic risks, such as
epidemics
 interest rates and portfolio asset
values
 unpaid claim liability and other
estimates
 other business risks
Good data systems are needed to
monitor these risk areas, so problems
can be quickly identified and responses
can be quickly implemented.
Additionally, insurance companies will
need to employ people3 with strong data
analysis and technical skills to better
compete in tomorrow’s environment.
Companies
offering
health
insurance products must begin to pay
close attention to what previously has
been a relatively small and perhaps
insignificant line of business for them.
With the prospect of new health-only
insurers appearing on the scene,
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competition should increase. Unless
great care is shown in the underwriting
of the new products, material financial
losses could follow. Product design and
pricing will become key in the future.
Risk identification and selection will be
even more important than today, and
effective tools need to be developed to
aid in those efforts.
 Fair and adequate regulatory
environment
The business of insurance requires
a fundamental level of trust between
insurance companies and its
policyholders. The policyholder pays a
premium trusting that the insurer has
calculated that premium fairly, and will
pay its claims when the time comes. An

With the prospect of new
health-only insurers
appearing on the scene,
competition should increase.
Unless great care is shown in
the underwriting of the new
products, material financial
losses could follow. Product
design and pricing will
become key in the future.

insurer that fails to uphold this trust
damages not only its policyholders but
the industry as a whole. To that end,
then, it is desirable for every health
insurance entity to demonstrate its core
competencies through application,
licensing and ongoing monitoring
processes. They need to be able to
demonstrate several things:
 ongoing solvency protection
(capitalisation requirements),
albeit at a lower initial
threshold than today for
health-only companies


reasonable
rates
and
underwriting/risk selection
practices



administrative capabilities,
such as paying claims in a timely
fashion

 data and information/reporting
capabilities


utilisation management

 quality measure reporting
Some of the duties mentioned above
could be outsourced in the future as in
today’s environment, to TPAs, so long
as the TPA has demonstrated the
capability to perform. The ultimate
responsibility for providing services to
consumers (whether individuals or
employer groups), however, must lie
with the insurer.
The issue of non-Indian company
ownership in joint ventures has
probably been an impediment to
growth, in that ownership limits are
currently at 26 per cent. Many
organisations that would potentially
have invested have been deterred by the
risk capital contribution necessary for
start up, coupled with the ownership/
control limits. Removal or at least
amelioration of these barriers could
increase interest in outside capital
contribution.
Government and regulators
The insurance industry will need to
be monitored closely during its time of
growth. This will be especially true if
new insurance companies begin to get
involved in the Indian market. Solvency
plus financial and operational
performance monitoring will be
essential. As has been oft said, the
failure of just one health insurance
company to pay its claims could damage
the entire health insurance industry and
limit its growth.
Adequate regulation will probably
require access to the same data analysts
and technicians that insurance
companies employ (e.g., health
actuaries). Also, if the Tariff Advisory
Committee is charged with warehousing
public and private health data, IRDA
will want various monitoring reports
developed to be sure the industry is
performing according to expectations.

When quality measures are
introduced, then all providers should be

For example, if it is determined
that hospitals must report information
in new standardised formats, then
ideally it would be done in such a
way that all hospitals are equally
burdened, recognising the various levels
of sophistication that exist in the
provider community. If it is determined
that medical records should be
kept in electronic form, then all
providers deemed capable should be
required to do so.

Healthcare providers and suppliers
The providers and suppliers of
healthcare products and services need
to be assured that any changes that occur
as a result of health insurance industry
growth and regulation will not affect
them unfairly. (That is not to say that
they will not be affected).

Finally, measures of healthcare
quality will need to be developed and
reported in a timely fashion to be of use
to consumers.

Also, the government may wish to
require the publishing of meaningful
provider charge (fee) information so that
consumers can begin to understand
better the cost of care. Access to charge
data will be needed for all products and
services purchased by consumers.
Making charge structures compatible
(e.g., charge masters to include uniform
coding structure) among types of
providers may also help. Adopting the
International Classification of Diseases,
10th Revision (ICD-10) and Procedure
Classification System (PCS) with all
digits used would go a long way toward
furthering this goal, even if phased in
over time.

Additionally, the Ministries of
Health and Finance may wish to consider
new healthcare provider regulations and
monitoring. Requiring hospitals,
physicians, and other providers to
submit the necessary data (e.g., claim
information) in a form that meets the
desired standards4 is a first step.

Part of achieving these
goals will be to create
an environment where
providers compete for
patients. This type of
competition can best
occur where the people
have the data necessary
to decide how best to buy.

Part of achieving these goals will be to
create an environment where providers
compete for patients. This type of

Insurance companies will want to
differentiate themselves from their
competitors with regard to provider
networks and product price. Consequently,
negotiating discounts with certain
healthcare providers, or otherwise
controlling costs, will begin to be more
important. Providers should be encouraged
to provide the best clinical care in the most
efficient way possible.

evaluated using them, ideally both
public and private. The private hospitals
will quickly come under pressure once
health insurance begins to grow.

Providers will have their own needs
in this new environment. Those needs
will include: (1) access to capital for
improvements and infrastructure
development, (2) assurance that
reimbursement for their services will be
fair and sufficient for an effective
provider to cover costs with a reasonable
margin, (3) access to information
regarding best clinical practices, (4)
access to information regarding efficient

competition can best occur where the
people and organisations that buy
providers’ services have the data necessary
(on cost, quality, and treatment options)
to decide how best to buy.
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As health insurance coverages
expand beyond those currently covered
under Mediclaim, additional noninpatient data will be needed to
complement the current information. (In
the short term, that may need to be

For the health insurance industry to
thrive and grow, the data it works with
must be improved. Facilitating electronic
submission of this data is also crucial
to the long-term success of the industry,
as it will improve administrative
efficiency and provide higher quality
service to policyholders.

1. Data Related Initiatives –
Requiring the standardised reporting of
information by all providers and
suppliers of healthcare services, and the
appropriate warehousing of that data,
will be extremely important to allow
proper management and regulation of
the health insurance business. Proper
management includes pricing, financial
analysis, clinical analysis, and
regulatory monitoring of the care under
the new coverages.

The four most important policies are
arguably:

The policies
Throughout this article we have
discussed numerous conditions that
must be present, which in turn lead to
policies that could be adopted, to
enhance the prospects for growth for the
nation’s health insurance industry.
Putting such policies into practice is not
a straightforward matter. The trick is
to implement them in a coordinated
fashion balancing the interests of each
stakeholder against the needs of the
rest. That probably means that no one
stakeholder will be perfectly happy with
the new world of insurance.

practices and (5) protection from
excessive litigation risk. If these needs
can be met while costs are held in check,
quality improves and greater access to
care is achieved, the Indian health
system will have taken a great leap
forward.
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developed through survey and other
means. In the future, any new data
system must be able to capture
physician and pharmacy claims).
2. Risk Capital – Reduce the
currently required initial surplus to
levels more in line with the risk and size
of a health-only insurer. This will permit
the entry of many more underwriters of
health insurance into the Indian market.
3. Scope of Coverage – Expand
coverages to include all modes of
treatment (e.g., inpatient, outpatient
facility, physician offices and
pharmacy), but require significant
consumer involvement in the cost
sharing while providing catastrophic
protection of savings.
4. Ownership and Capitalisation –
Increase the limit on foreign joint
venture partner ownership percentage
to attract other new overseas investors
with health insurance expertise. This
would help the Indian system grow more
quickly.
As we have noted, there are
numerous other conditions that, if
present, will help the industry to
advance. One of the most important of
those is increasing consumer education

and awareness regarding health
insurance coverage. As the insurance
industry and regulators contemplate the
appropriate course of action to encourage
the development and growth of a robust
health insurance market, care should be
taken to look out into the future, at not
only the short term implications of those
actions, but also the long term
ramifications.

The Ministries of Health and
Finance may wish to
consider new healthcare
provider regulations and
monitoring.

It will be virtually impossible to
anticipate
every
downstream
interaction and outcome of actions
taken, but, generally, taking
incremental steps that balance
stakeholder interests will likely yield
the best long-term results. This is the
time to think end-to-end and to take best
advantage of current technologies and
the successes and failures of other
health systems to fashion the best
approach for India.
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Stand Up & Be Counted
K. Nitya Kalyani

—The Insurance Industry’s Journey to Self-Regulation

In a perfect world, self-regulation would be all
that is required. But in the turbulence of real life
and the pressures under which business is done in
India, self-regulation can only address some of the
needs of a responsible industry and, moreover, needs
time to establish its writ given a situation where
adversaries have to work together for a common
cause!.. Conversely, with the complexities of
running any business, especially in India, only selfregulation can realistically deliver the solutions
related to the inner workings of industries.

disclosure, establishing and monitoring codes of
conduct including for the selling process, laying
down norms for the content and spirit of advertising
and communication, creating a platform for sharing
best practices, benchmarking and so on.

control of industry wide issues and carving out a
thought leader position on them as has the Life
Council for example in code of conduct for agents
or in representing their collective case in favour
of a stable taxation policy.

Financial reporting and its standards for the
purposes of governance and financial prudence
are part of the regulator’s job and have to remain
so. However, brainstorming and lobbying with
the regulators and policymakers on new
initiatives in those areas could be very effectively
be done by a collective like an SRO.

Other stakeholders are lagging further
behind. The Insurance Brokers’ Association of
India (IBAI) is forming its organisation after quite
a while and the third party administrators (TPA)
– health services are not yet in the picture in
terms of any progress.

Self-regulation is not a new or alien concept.
It has been tried with various degrees of success
for various practicing professionals and industries
to establish credibility and accountability in the
eyes of stakeholders including customers and the
members of the general public.
The insurance industry has been working on
self-regulation over the last few years and it has
progressed at different speeds in different segments.
In this issue we bring you a sampler of the
experiences and a cross section of opinions on how
effective self-regulation has been and can be.
When talking of self-regulation, some basic
concepts emerge. One is that it cannot exist alone.
It can be a complement to regulation by a central
authority, and can be a very effective complement
indeed. It has also to co-exist with what can be
called co-regulatory systems like external audit.

In India, we are still at a transitory stage
where the SROs are just getting their act
together, catalysed and sometimes pushed, by
the regulator. The presence of the regulator’s
representative in the Councils is an anomalous
situation though the indication is that it will be
temporary for the period of transition.
The first off the block among the SROs in
the industry has been the Life Insurance Council,
whose Secretariat was inaugurated formally last
month. It has a new Secretary General,
Mr. S. V. Mony, former Chairman, GIC and now
Vice-Chairman AMP Sanmar Life Insurance
Company who will be leading the initiative from
Mumbai.

Where self-regulation can be most useful is
when it comes to the internal workings of an
industry – standardisation of accounting and

The General Insurance Council has yet to
catch up. Its meetings are working towards
identifying the various requirements of a
Secretariat, likely to be in Mumbai too, but
internally it has not yet got around to taking

Ms. Shikha Sharma, Managing Director,
ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company
The insurance councils which are self-regulatory
organisations have been getting active. In your
experience, how has the concept been working?

The few things managed to be done are stuff like benefit
illustrations. Here we have taken decisions and implemented
them. Service tax is a topic on which there has been unanimity
of views but we have not been able to implement the lobbying
for it effectively – so that is a grey area.

I would say it has been acquiring teeth. To begin with it’s
always difficult to get some of these things off the ground.
Two aspects of how it is beginning to work come to mind: One
is the struggle between the self-regulatory model and IRDA
as the regulator, but that fell in place with IRDA participating
in the Council. The second thing was getting Mr. Mony on
board as Secretary General full-time.

So one can say that self-regulation will work when the
issue is in the interest of everybody. If there are conflict interest
groups and members are affected asymmetrically then it will
collapse. In that sense the Council will succeed in those items
that will emerge as a ‘common minimum programme.’

Mr. Bannerjee (Member-Life, IRDA) is an observer now
and given that the Council has to function with independence,
that role has to be redefined.
In what areas have you found self-regulation
effective? Can you deduce the reasons for it?

What areas would you like to see managed
through self regulation in the future?
I think we should work together for any changes required
in regulatory structure and tax structure. Going to the
regulator with a point of view of what innovation is good,
what should be slowed down… these are things that an

An SRO for Surveyors, in the form of a new
institute to reunite divided strengths, is in the
offing on the writ of the Finance Ministry and
enabled by the IRDA.
Whether the agents, who are many in number
but nevertheless critical as they are the face of
the industry to the public, can be brought under
an umbrella SRO is not clear, and the enormity of
the task of such an organisation to deal with
lakhs of agents – many of them part time and in
far flung areas - can only be imagined.
The non-life industry has not got as far as
the life industry has both in the content of the
deliberations at the Council level or in creating
the formal establishment. In fact, this industry
would need a more vigorous council given the
wide range of its products and activities and the
complexity of operations. We present, in the words
of industry members, their opinions about the
council and where it stands as an SRO.

SRO can do. They can work towards some self discipline in
terms of disclosure to customers, and have in fact started
doing some of this….
Western countries are moving away from self
regulation in the financial sector. Are we
anachronistic in taking up this concept?
In the case of
India there is enough
regulation. The level
of regulation is high
actually – and I
don’t think regulator
is giving up powers.
Since it is a tightly
regulated market,
that concern does
not operate in our
market.
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Mr. Venkatesh Mysore, Managing Director, MetLife India Insurance Company
The insurance councils which
are self-regulatory organisations
have been getting active. In your
experience, how has the concept
been working?
I don’t think there is anything
substantial that has happened. The
concept has been talked about. No
regulations have come out from the
Council. There is tremendous scope to
get involved in self-regulation, but it is
still very early days.
In what areas have you found
self-regulation effective? Can you
deduce the reasons for it?
I do subscribe to the format of
meeting and seeing how we can operate
behalf of industry and customer. At the
end of the day, whether it is code of
conduct or benefit illustrations, I won’t
call it self regulation since it comes
straight out of IRDA regulations. We
have deliberated only on its form, taken
some regulatory provisions and worked
on them. We have not even scratched the
surface of self regulation.
What areas would you like to see
managed through self regulation in
the future?
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IRDA is not putting enough
weightage on the self interest
and prudence of companies in
this area and think they are the
only custodians of consumer
interest.
It is in the interest of
the companies themselves to
have well trained agents, so
self-regulation will be there.
I want my agents to be as well
trained as the others, so I will
use appropriate training
methods to get the best
out of them. If they have to
go through an identical
test – as far as the integrity
and quality of that test is
maintained - then you can be
sure that the quality of the
people will be uniform.
We can take this one step
further and suggest that IRDA should
leave this entire thing to the industry
and control only the quality of the test.
There are efficient testing companies to
administer the test in an appropriate
way. What you need to do is to ensure
that a good questions database is
administered in a high quality manner.

It can work very well in agent
licensing. Today that area is a no-win
situation. The stipulation 100 hours
training, exams and the like is bound to
create the kind of findings the IRDA is
identifying now.

How the companies lead up
to getting their agents to pass the
test, leave it to them. As far as you
keep saying 100 hours they will try to do
that minimum.

The industry is on a recruiting spree.
While the intentions behind these
stipulations may be good at highest
level, the enforcement is a problem.
While if there is proper self-regulation
IRDA should only be concerned with the
sanctity of the test and not the length of
the training period etc., then insurance
companies will take it upon themselves
to recruit the best and get them ready
for the test.

Training has to be also product
specific. For example there has to be a
different level of training and
certification for unit linked products.
There is a disconnect there. IRDA has to
rely on the industry to come up with a
game plan for training and testing
standards for this. In the US for
example, a separate training and
licensing process is required for
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selling unit linked policies. The
industry needs to be taken into
confidence and responsibilities need to
be passed on to the companies.
There are several other areas – one
can go down the line. Market conduct is
a crucial one. Sales practices because
they protect customer interests,
illustrations...
Western countries are moving
away from self regulation in the
financial

sector.

Are

we

anachronistic in taking up this
concept?
In the UK for example, there has
been an overall swing of the pendulum
back to re-regulation from where they
used to be fairly liberal earlier. So it’s a
matter of where they stand at that
point in time vis-à-vis what’s happening
in the industry.
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Mr. Mathew Verghese, Member, Non-Life, IRDA
The insurance councils which
are self-regulatory organisations
have been getting active. In your
experience, how has the concept
been working?
Given our experience so far, I am not
quite sure the SRO model will work
successfully. It is very difficult to have
a proper SRO because companies do
focus on securing business. But looking
at experience from different countries
I am of the opinion that it can work
provided the CEOs take an interest
in setting it in motion.
In what areas have you found selfregulation effective? Can you
deduce the reasons for it?
Progress is very slow. In the case of
war risk premiums for Marine Hull
business, the General Insurance Council
originated the issue that private
companies too must be allowed to collect
it (only public sector companies were
allowed to collect war risk premiums and
remit it to the Government) at least
where they were writing the Marine Hull
cover otherwise. This matter however
got resolved on its own when the

Government decided to move out of the
activity of providing war risk cover and
left it to the companies to provide cover
as they found suitable.
The Terrorism Pool was an IRDA
initiative that the Council has been
persuaded to implement. The proposed
Earthquake Pool is still waiting for
sample data on accumulation to be given
some shape. The Solatium Fund for
motor accident death cases where the
identity of the vehicle causing the
accident is unknown has been
administered by the public sector
companies till now. There is a move to
study the situation and perhaps
manage it collectively.
What areas would you like to see
managed through self regulation in
the future?
There are many technical areas
where the Council can add value
considerably by playing its role as SRO.
Creating standards for settling claims,
for example, or for underwriting
discipline or common policy wordings.
It can set the pace for detariffing and

enable it by
bringing out a
c l a i m s
experience
database – that
is how they
worked when
the tea tariff
was abolished.
Now we would
like the small
risks under the Fire policy to be
detariffed and so we are doing the
homework for it.
Western countries are moving
away from self regulation in the
financial
sector.
Are
we
anachronistic in taking up this
concept?
In the West most countries have
self-regulatory bodies where all
market participants are members.
Whether it is anachronistic depends
on the market situation. The regulator
passes on responsibility to the SRO if
it works well, and if the SRO is not
able to run it properly it can take over
the work again.

Mr. Arun Agarwal, Chief Executive, Cholamandalam MS General Insurance Company
The councils have been getting active. In your
experience, how has the concept been working?
We are yet to take off in that direction. The
concept has been discussed, agreed and accepted.
The conversion of the Council into an SRI has
also been approved. It has also been decided we
will have a Secretariat in Mumbai. In the last
meeting we discussed committees for drafting
the constitution, legal issues etc. and about
selecting a Secretary-General too. But things
are going slow. Today there is a Council with the
CEOs of companies and Member, IRDA. Once the
legal framework is in place it can take off – but it
depends on the players’ commitment – which is
there – and the time devoted.
In what areas have you found self-regulation
effective? Can you deduce the reasons for it?
It can be effective in breach of tariff or

rebating cases. We can work on benchmark rates
for war risks and SRCC. The Council working on
code of conduct and self-discipline will be
effective, but a lot more clarity is needed at
industry level.

The roadmap is very clear and we subscribe
to it fully - anything conforming to regulation per
se is a regulatory issue. Others like market
conduct, market expectation p these are areas of
self-regulation.

Tariffs and detariffing, intermediaries,
coinsurance – all these are areas where SROs
can be effective. The Solatium Funds and
Terrorism Pool have been working very well.

Western countries
are moving away from self
regulation in the
financial sector. Are we
anachronistic in taking
up this concept?

Success has come in these areas probably
because they are less contentious issues and
there is more homogeneity. Lately there has been
a commonality of approach. In most issues we
are progressing towards convergence than
divergence.
What areas would you like to see managed through
self regulation in the future?

Really would not
know about the
context. But since the
market is evolving we
need to come together
on a common platform
in order to coexist.
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Mr. S. V. Samant, Chief Executive Officer, HDFC Chubb General Insurance Company
The insurance councils which are self-regulatory
organisations havebeen getting active. In your experience,
how has the concept been working?
Self-regulation has not even kicked off in
general insurance. We have had only normal
quarterly meetings. First thing is we need a full
time Secretary-General and we are trying to give
some form and shape to the kind of person needed
and to establish an office for the secretariat.
In what areas have you found self-regulation
effective? Can you deduce the reasons for it?
It has not yet started being effective because
the constituents have not realised the roles and
responsibilities of an SRO. They have to selfregulate and also act as a lobby group. For this,
the Council Chairman should not be from
the IRDA because, in his presence, members
try to say the ‘right’ thing rather than discuss

issues properly. Members too have to get their
act together.
What areas would you like to see managed through
self regulation in the future?
Code of conduct is one area.
The Council could play an advisory
role for tariffs and detariffing. And for the
regulatory process itself – it can become a real
and meaningful consultative body to IRDA.
It can work on setting of standards in terms
of new rules and regulations. It can study and
make recommendations on best practices in
technical issues, accounting and reinsurance. It
can do a lot of work on pools – like the Terrorism
Pool. No good work has happened yet.
Western countries are moving away from self
regulation in the financial sector. Are we anachronistic

in taking up this
concept?
We are at the
beginning of the
cycle. For the growth
of the industry it is
important
to
s e g r e g a t e
responsibilities at
this stage. The
industry in the Western world is mature. And the
regulators are taking back responsibility where
self-regulation is not possible. The critical factor
is - what is a regulator’s work? In the Western
world, it is considered to be oversight and
managing the interests of all stakeholders
including the government and policyholders. We
should explore these facets.

Mr. Anuroop 'Tony' Singh, Vice Chairman, Max New York Life Insurance Company
The insurance councils which are self-regulatory
organisations have been getting active. In your experience,
how has the concept been working?
The Life Insurance Council has made a
good beginning. At the council we have been able
to identify issues. Having said that, significant
work would have to be completed to develop a
industry-wide consensus on these issues and on
the best way forward. It may require facilitation
by the regulator to provide the initial thrust.
In what areas have you found self-regulation
effective? Can you deduce the reasons for it?
Much of Life Insurance Council's time has
been devoted to identifying issues and
workshopping solutions to the start-up hurdles
for life insurance companies. The time has come
to address more significant initiatives that need
to be addressed:
1) Responsible growth of the life insurance
industry
2) Protecting customer interest
3) Enforcing self-discipline
The noticeable areas where a difference has
already been made are:
 The council has set up an independent office
and a secretary general has been appointed
 It has agreed on a minumium discipline on
the issue of sales illustrations
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 It has agreed on the monthly statistics that
need to be reported, though the process is
still to get underway.
What areas would you like to see managed through
self regulation in the future?
The more the industry self-regulates in a
responsible manner, the better it is for the allround well-being of the life insurance business.
It will minimize top-down mandates from the
regulator. The most important areas for selfregulation are:
1) Product discipline--what must be in and
what's out and the extent of product
differentiation for the companies to be able
to compete
2) Responsible and ethical selling, including
disciplinary action against erring agents
3) Comprehensive disclosure of statistics to
enable a realistic assessment of the
industry's progress
4) Agreement on non-competitive, nonthreatening agendas and driving them to
completion--for instance, the Mortality and
Morbidity Investigation Bureau and
simplification of multiple laws
5) The framework for additional channels of
distribution, whether corporate agents,
bancassurance, multi-level marketing, etc.

(The council, I believe, should have proposed
the corporate agency guidelines)
Western countries are moving away from self
regulation in the financial sector. Are we anachronistic
in taking up this concept?
Not true. The regulators have increased their
involvement in industry affairs due to the
increasing complexity in the operating
environment.The regulator's increased
involvement has generated a fair deal of media
visibility but this involvement cannot be at the
expense of the industry's ability to self regulate.
Self-regulation is time consuming because all
participants have to
agree to a higher
industry goal, which
may be in conflict
with their short-term
objectives and may
appear to be slow,
when, in fact, it's
taking its natural
time.
In
most
markets,
the
evolution of selfregulation is an
important dimension
that helps the
industry to grow and
mature.
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A Healthy Ground for TPAs
— Ironing out the process to create seamless services
TPAs form a vital link between insurers, healthcare service providers and policyholders,
points out S. K. Mohapatra, adding that for a smooth functioning of the system, the TPAs
should be judiciously governed and meticulously regulated.

I n most advanced countries, health
insurance plays a dominant role in
financing health expenditure. In such
markets, health insurance often among
the most regulated forms of insurance.
Spiralling healthcare costs and rapid
technological changes in the medical
field have triggered the need for cost
containment by the health insurers,
without sacrificing the interests of the
policyholders and claimants. The nature
of loss in health insurance might result
in difference of opinion.
The situation, therefore, calls for
intervention by the regulatory authorities.
There is no such authority in the medical
domain. However, despite Parliamentary
mandate to licence health insurance
activities,the Regulator’s role in
protecting the consumer is yet to be felt.
Third Party Administration (TPA)
plays a vital role in such a scenario. TPAs
form bridges between the claimant, the
medical services provider and the
insurer in such a way that all parties
are satisfied and nobody makes losses.
Making a difference with TPA
Considering the importance of the
role played by TPAs, their regulation
becomes a critical issue – one that is still
in a state of debate. The regulation of
TPAs, as implemented by the IRDA, has
left the issues of governance to the
market forces, resulting in different
insurer-TPA patterns of working. The
model MoU between the TPA and
medical providers on the one hand, and
insurer and TPA on the other, as
visualised by the IRDA at the time of
commencing the licensing exercise, has
been pigeon-holed by the market players
on many fronts.
There is no standard document that
the three parties can swear by. The
resultant confusion and grey areas have
led to periodic rough weather in their

relationship, particularly at the
operating level.The consensus of opinion
at the commencement of the licensing
process was for a common document of
Administration for Standard Health
Insurance product. In fact, committees
were formed to determine benchmarks
in the areas of IT architecture, and the
level of investment required by the
serious players. Over the past three
years, each player has come out with its
own brand of policies, justifying
variations in the TPA approach germane

Under the present
dispensation, the issues of
standardisation/governance
between the TPA and the
providers is left to the
vagaries of market forces, the
respective parties flexing
their muscles to browbeat
one another, forcing the
TPAs to negotiate local
agreements.

to its niche approach. A standing example
is the difference in the product features
and underwriting imperatives and
marketing strategies between the PSU
insurers and the private sector players.
We have failed even to define the
processes for the TPAs to follow on a
uniform basis so that the customers - the
providers, the insurers and the
policyholders – are assured of a
benchmarked service standard from the
TPA they are dealing with. Even now some
TPAs experience difficulties in getting the
policy documents/data online from the
insurers, but are expected to generate
photo ID cards within seven days. Cheques

are prepared but not released, as the
insurers sometimes take as much as three
to six months to fund the claims float.
Obviously, the TPAs cannot be expected
to finance the insurers.
The process is further delayed by the
fact that insurers insist on a bank
guarantee towards the full extent of the
claims float. Fledging TPAs with a
capital of Rs. 1 crore and an equal
amount of working capital cannot obtain
bank guarantees worth tens of crores of
rupees every month for their nationwide
operations. The situation has given rise
to various bottlenecks, eventually
delaying service to the claimants. So,
people see little difference between the
earlier
practice
of
delayed
reimbursement by the PSU insurers and
the current TPA led service. No doubt
the cashless service is the only distinct
difference.
For seamless services
Essentially, the cashless model of the
health insurance policies run on the
bedrock of cooperation between the
healthcare providers on the one side and
insurers–TPAs on the other. At the time
of licensing and drafting the legal
document, the model MoU, the providers
were not consulted. To bring about a
commonality of approach, the providers
had to be brought in. An apparent conflict
of interest was simmering. Providers
were left out in the intensely divided
situation in 2002-03. Insurers left the job
to the TPAs. This was a tall task, as
neither the Regulator nor the insurers
lent a helping hand to the process.
Therefore, there still exists a hiatus
in health insurance administration, a
dissonance between the providers and the
insurer – the Third Party Administrators.
The blame game persists and the
policyholders are yet to see a seamless
model that they expected with the
inauguration of the TPA mode in India.
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It is recommended that
IRDA constitute a
consultative mechanism
consisting of representative
from providers, insurers,
TPAs and consumer bodies
to attack the various issues
affecting smoother
governance. If need be,
necessary changes can be
brought about in the
regulatory compliances.

The Regulator may take the
governance issues of health insurance
holistically, not delegable to the market
operators. The first task is to initiate a
sense of community amongst the TPAs.
Let them be given a recognised forum
such as for brokers, a pre-condition

It is recommended that IRDA
constitute such a consultative
mechanism consisting of representative
from providers, insurers, TPAs and
consumer bodies to attack the various
issues affecting smoother governance. If
need be, necessary changes can be
brought about in the regulatory
compliances.

the issues to the table for effective
correction.

Functionally, we still have to
appreciate the correct role of the TPA.
Some insurers even now treat them as
an avoidable nuisance. Roadblocks are
created in the areas of fund flow and preaudit of claims files. They have thus not

before licensing, with membership
obligations and compliance mechanism
for domain discipline. The providers are
bound to fall in line if the insurers and
TPAs combine to orchestrate a code – a
set of broad rules – for processing,
managing exceptions, grey areas,
periodic audit and review.

,';..,~~)ff

Originally, it was conceptualised
that a cell at the IRDA level shall enforce
standards of working of the TPA. This
has, however, not been taken to logical
conclusion. The General Insurance
Council too has not coordinated on the
areas of governance stated above. There
is no Consultative Council, consisting
of TPA–Provider–Insurers, to bring forth

Mismatch galore
For instance, the billing format, preauthorisation for cashless admission,
disallowances, the practice of overbilling by some providers (even
differential tariff embedded in the
hospital accounting), non-acceptance of
standardised tariff per city/medical
process coding, grievance redressal/
penal interest for the delay, etc. remain
contentious issues, tarnishing the image
of health insurance administration.

Under the present dispensation, the
issues of standardisation/governance
between the TPA and the providers is
left to the vagaries of market forces, the
respective parties flexing their muscles
to browbeat one another, forcing the
TPAs to negotiate local agreements; but
objections keep coming from the
insurers, as they were not party to such
arrangements. Thus, even the so-called
mutually agreed MoU between the
Mumbai-based providers and TPAs
remains unimplemented, causing
immense mismatch in governance and
eventually affecting customer service
expectations.

The healthcare providers even now
allege discriminatory decisions,
outstanding recoverable from the TPA
companies, with little clarity as to the
manner of appeals and redressal. Such
a situation, the medical providers feel,
calls for a review at the level of the
licensing authority.

Some major centres such as
Mumbai-Ahmedabad and Vadodara
had seen a spate of protests over the
manner in which the individual TPAs
conducted themselves and the manner
in which the insurers and the medical
fraternity too had conducted themselves.
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The author is President Business
Strategy, TTK Healthcare Services Pvt.
Ltd.. The view expressed here are
his own.

TPAs are but a facilitating ‘bridge’
that all parties wish to take to travel
from a world of illness to one of wellness.
Self-regulation by the TPAs is surely
an ideal worth achieving, but difficult
to forge, in the absence of a consensus
and certainly unattainable in a legal
vacuum. Let us first create the preconditions for successful operation of
this unique contrivance, globally
accepted in health insurance
management.

A professional body needed
Looking at the complex role and
responsibilities cast upon them, we
wonder, in the current scenario, if it is
not a tall order for the individual TPAs
to maintain a self-imposed code of
conduct. Unlike brokers licensed by the
Regulator, the TPAs first have to be
given a body/forum that can articulate
their aspirations, anguish and
expectations. They need the guiding
hands of both the insurers and the
regulatory authority.

Ideally, the TPAs are expected to act
as the watchdog, nay, the proverbial
gatekeeper, of the domain, and function
as the Medico-Legal Auditor. So far as
the policyholders are concerned, they are
the beneficial facilitators. With such a
mixed bag of expectations, the
performance of the TPA has not been
dispassionately reviewed.

mentally accepted a model of genuine
business partnership with the TPAs,
and failed in the process to optimise
their investment in the outsourcing of
a critical piece of their business activity.
Some TPAs presume themselves to be
the marketing arm of the insurers and
a critical input for the underwriters.
Providers, at the other end, question
their medical competence and do not
cooperate in providing the required
level of transparency and full disclosure.
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Ensured Success for Insurance Councils
— What it takes to make self-regulation tick
While the developed world is moving away from self-regulation,
the Indian insurance industry can very well make the concept work. All that it requires is commitment and
a strong set of rules, writes G. V. Rao.

The markets across the world are still
undecided – whether deregulation or
self-regulation is a suitable instrument
to better serve the interests of its
communities. Both the systems have
been abused by a few powerful market
practitioners, wherein greed and
manipulation of financial information
have driven their ethical and legal
obligations to the communities. The
result has been a legislative overdrive
towards
re-regulation.
While
competition is good for the society, the
competitors, unless controlled, can and
do play a unfair game among
themselves and with their consumers.
The high-profile corporate scams at
Enron and WorldCom, and the market
misconduct of investment bankers and
insurance brokers have given selfregulation a scandalous image. In this
they were in a good measure aided by
the willing cooperation of their statutory
auditors, who are usually considered as
whistle blowers and co-regulators for
corporate investors.
Self-regulation, Indian style
India is still a strong votary of selfregulation but under the benign eye of
the Government. This gives a unique
blend of ‘controlled regulation.’
Government representation on most of
the
existing
self-regulatory
organisations (SROs) – a colonial legacy
– is believed to be the best for all. This
experiment has been neither a notable
success nor a total failure.
The SROs have, however, not been
able to influence the future course of
events with path-breaking creative
initiatives, as they essentially look more
towards protecting their own current
interests and only in a lesser measure

towards their professional standards
that can become global.
The recent collapse of a private sector
bank and several co-operative banks
show that, often, neither the SROs nor
their regulators are watchful enough
about protecting consumer interests.
The Government is moving towards reregulation with unmistakable signs. But
will regulators deliver the illusory
consumer protection? One has to wait
and watch for a while.

The SROs have not been
able to influence the future
course of events with pathbreaking creative initiatives,
as they essentially look more
towards protecting their own
current interests and only in
a lesser measure towards
their professional standards
that can become global.

The recent activation of Insurance
Councils brings to the fore the question
if whether these SROs can display
enough of self-discipline and market
initiative to help spread insurance
awareness without playing truant with
customer interests. While past
experience has shown a record of losses,
this time around there is a Regulator
that can act as an umpire.
During the 1980s and 90s,
deregulation was heralded as the most
potent catalyst for economic growth in
the US. The unprecedented stock

market boom of the 1990s was
attributed to the unshackling of market
constraints, with consumers fully in the
know on how to protect their concerns.
The competitive forces checked the overenthusiasm of many providers, and
consumers became the gainers of
improved productivity and market
innovation.
With the burst of the dotcom bubble,
the corporate scams of Enron and
WorldCom, the illicit practices of
auditing firms, and the cleanup by
federal agencies of the investment
banking and insurance broking
industries, the promised self-regulation
has come under a dark cloud. In the UK,
the insurance broking community that
prided in its pioneering self-regulation
practices is coming under the purview of
the FSA. The venerable Lloyd’s is likely
to lose its self-regulatory status under
the ambit of EU directives. Why is the
drive for re-regulation gaining more
respectability?
What drives re-regulation
Re-regulation has been driven
mostly by investors whose financial
interests were compromised by greedy
and unscrupulous managements. Quite
a few managements had paid
themselves hefty incomes by driving up
share prices, disclosing misleading
financial information, and practicing
unethical standards of market conduct,
with generous help from their auditors.
As a greater proportion of the society
began to get hooked on to the magic of
share markets as a sure way of
harvesting money, the greater became
the responsibility of the government and
its regulators to be more vigilant. The
onus was on them to ensure that
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corporate entities behaved within
ethical, moral and legislative bounds,
and that their investors were not taken
for a pleasant ride to financial hell.
In India, regulation within the
liberalised economic architecture has
just begun, starting with uneasy
relationships between the regulators
and the regulated economic units; except
perhaps in the case of the banking
industry, where RBI as a regulator has
become a role model for bankers.
Self-regulation has been a notable
failure in non-life insurance in India
though it has been provided for in
the Insurance Act, 1938 under Sections
64A to 64T. The social control of
insurance in 1968, the nationalisation
of the industry in 1973 and the
liberalisation of the sector in 2000 all
testify that the industry needed the
strong guiding hand of a regulator to
shape its market behaviour.
The legalistic culture of easy
disputation of any issue in the industry
may have been one reason why rules
continue to be challenged and parties
involved kept in legal tangles. Delaying
a likely unpleasant and unfavourable
decision by raising a dispute on it is a
part of the insurers’ psyche as a gambit
of negotiation.
At the other end of the spectrum is
the
industry’s
implicit
and
unquestioned obedience of any direction
issued to it by those in authority. It is
this behavioural dichotomy, of
challenge and obedience, which baffles
an outsider.
The IRDA Act, 1999 promises to
provide protection to policyholders of
their interests and the orderly growth of
the industry. Investor interests, as such,
are only incidental: and corporate
governance norms relating to investors
are still the responsibility of the
Company Law Board. Any regulatory
norms that may be applicable are in
relation to the interests of the
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policyholder, insurers’ market conduct
and the growth of the market.
As there are only 16 investors in the
non-life market, of a premium size of
Rs. 20,000 crores, is there really a need
to protect investors’ interests? The
Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI), the recognised entity to protect
investors, has no role, as the market is
a closed one, and the insurers are not
obliged to answer the concerns of any
investors other than the 16. This single
measure inhibits fair market conduct.
Insurance Association of India
That self-regulation in insurance is
an article of faith and law, and for
fairly long, is evident by what is stated

In India, regulation within
the liberalised economic
architecture has just begun,
starting with uneasy
relationships between the
regulators and the regulated
economic units.

in sections 64A to 64T of the Insurance
Act, 1938.
These sections state that the
Insurance Association of India, set up
under the same sections, would
constitute Life and General Insurance
Councils, with a few nominees of IRDA,
to aid and advise insurers in setting up
standards of conduct and sound
practices, and in the matter of rendering
efficient service to policyholders, and to
render advice to IRDA on expenses,
including commissions. In addition, the
insurers are required to report to IRDA
on the conduct of any insurer prejudicial
to the interests of policyholders.
There is a move towards breathing
new life into these Councils. The Life
Insurance Council has set up a

Secretariat in April 2005. It is hoped
that under the benign eye of the IRDA
it will fulfill the statutory aspirations
they are responsible for without the
baggage of the past.
The Councils have powers to make
regulations on their primary functions,
with the prior approval of IRDA, and
have them notified in the Gazette of
India to give a legal backing to them.
Aided by IRDA, how will the Councils
function? The public, as an interested
party, is watching out for developments.
Will they have a say on what they want?
Will self- regulation solve current
problems?
The Councils have an admirable
opportunity in engaging the IRDA in
discussion at an industry level. How
should the Councils approach their
tasks? As there is an active
involvement of the IRDA in the
functioning of the Councils — a colonial
legacy of an SRO — any failure or
weakness the Councils display will
reflect on the Regulator as well, that
the Regulator has been neither
influential enough nor stringent enough
to protect consumer interests. Will
public pressure mount on IRDA or on
the Council?
Sound business practices to be
adopted should deal not only with the
norms of good corporate governance but
with effective internal control systems
that would identify the corporate risk
exposures on the financial health of the
insurer and on its market conduct
behaviour. These practices and control
systems must lead to improved
financial disclosures and transparent
reporting on a voluntary basis for
market scrutiny. This simply is the
price one has to pay for self-regulation.
Is the price too high? This is the
foremost priority of the Councils.
The measure of success of selfregulation has to be seen at the market
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place. Customer dissatisfaction at the
claim settlement picture has reached
colossal proportions. The so-called claim
settlement ratios are those of settled
ones. About 65 per cent of outstanding
claims of Rs. 15,000 crore are tied up in
courts; and not all of them are from
Motor Third Party (Liability) TP. But
what will self-regulation do for them?
There is no publicised structured
procedure to handle customer disputes
in the industry that can reasonably
assure one of unbiased evaluation of a
dispute. The credibility of an insurer in
keeping up his basic promise of a fair
hearing and settlement is suspect.
The ingrained practices, the
institutional inertia, the poor technical
capability of officers that settle claims
at the operating offices and the lack of
concern of the higher offices leave one
with despair on whether self-regulation
will change the market behaviour of the
insurers. But, to the public, what really
is the choice? Only the courts?
The Councils have, therefore, an
opportunity to spur a voluntary change
of corporate behaviour and internal
control systems in insurers, such that
it impacts their financial health and
the well-being of consumers. They
can also influence the decision-making
of the IRDA on these aspects, as a
part of a statutory consultative process
within them.
The Councils’ powers to issue
regulations on their responsibilities,
with IRDA’s approval, will also give them
an opportunity to issue regulations, preempting unilateral regulations by IRDA,
on their functional responsibilities.
A forum to address each others’
concerns, in an informal setting, will
enable the industry captains to work in
closer collaboration with each other. How
bold will the Council be to pull up an
erring member? Its effectiveness
depends on its response to this issue.
Will the Council bring out a cultural

change in the insurers’ behaviour?
The ultimate beneficiaries of the
successful functioning of these Councils
are the consumers and the future
developments in the market: both the
primary responsibilities of IRDA. IRDA
has a greater stake in making selfregulation work. It will lessen its
statutory burden, as the regulated will
be helping it comply with its
responsibilities.
The example elsewhere
Self-regulation, elsewhere in the
developed world, has become a dirty
word. The self-regulated have abused

The Insurance Councils
have an opportunity to spur
a voluntary change of
corporate behaviour and
internal control systems in
insurers, such that it
impacts their financial
health and the well-being of
consumers. They can also
influence the decisionmaking of the IRDA on
these aspects, as a part of a
statutory consultative
process within them

the trust their Governments and
investors had reposed in them. The
hitherto respected auditing firms are the
worst hit. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002
was enacted in the US to fix the
corporate governance and auditing holes
exposed by Enron and others. Public
Accounting Oversight Boards have come
up. The EU has now begun a similar call
to end the European auditor’s selfregulation and requiring individual
Governments to set up independent

regulators, following recent accounting
scandals in Italy and the Netherlands.
The UK’s FSA has decided to bring
brokers under its regulation. Lloyd’s selfregulatory status is questioned.
If self-regulation failed, there could
be more numerous and more detailed
prescriptive rules by the Regulator. This
is likely to lead to more litigation and
loss of market momentum on
innovation. The principles-based selfregulation is much safer; and can be
made to endure if the self-regulated
understood what the alternatives are
likely to be if they failed. Choosing the
lesser of the two evils is the better
alternative.
The Malhotra Committee wanted a
chartered status to be given to
surveyors, the only intermediary to be
so recognised by it. Insurance
practitioners and brokers, who also deal
with consumers, for some unaccountable
reasons, were recommended to be
accorded this status.
There is now a move by the
Government to form a new institution
for this distinguished community to
be eventually given a chartered status
on lines similar to that given
accountants, cost accountants and
company secretaries.
A lot of hope is generated that
according surveyors a professional
status will enable the body to rapidly
acquire knowledge, skills and
capabilities of world-class standards, in
their self-interest and in their wanting
to live up to their professional pride.
They are given the vehicle to achieve the
highest professional standards. The
next step is for the surveyors to take.
This is a strong reaffirmation by the
Government that it still has a lot of faith
in self-regulated bodies. Its own
involvement in the workings of these
bodies
through
a
minority
representation gives it a say in their
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functioning. Are these institutions
really self-regulated with the
Government as one of the active
partners? The colonial legacy continues
unabated.
The moot question is whether the
Government will accept its share of
responsibility should things turn sour
with the self-regulated body. When
crisis struck a large private sector bank
recently, could the Indian Banks’
Association, as a self-regulated body, be
held responsible for the failure of its
member?
No one really knows the answers to
these questions. But everyone is clear
that the Regulator is responsible for the
health of the industry and its fair
behaviour towards consumers.
Any institution that does not
periodically count its shortcomings, and

does not reform itself to serve the
interests of its community of members
better, in keeping with the changing
environment and the new aspirations of
its members, will inevitably have to face
the evil effects of stagnation and decay.
The Insurance Councils have an
excellent opportunity to serve better

The Councils need strong
rules, and a culture of
determined voluntary
compliance.

their own interests, intertwined with
those of their customers, current and
future. All the stakeholders have a
strong incentive to make the Councils
succeed. But the Councils need strong
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rules, and a culture of determined
voluntary compliance, and a faith in
themselves that they can work with
integrity and ethically, and yet succeed
at the market place, because they have
brought their best of individualised
human resources to the market place.
The Councils need to strengthen
the efforts of the IRDA to reduce the
customer grievances and gain market
credibility for fair conduct. Here is
gingerly hoping that voluntary cooperation will work.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company. He can be reached
at gvrao70@hotmail.com
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Learning by Example
— Chapters from the Indian CA book
As the Indian insurance industry and the Regulator contemplate various forms of
regulation, they can borrow from the example of the Indian Chartered Accountants’
profession, which epitomises self-regulation, writes P. S. Prabhakar.
The fundamental craving of our nation’s
independence struggle from colonial rule
was born out of the firm belief that we,
as a nation, are capable of ruling and
regulating ourselves and that we did not
need outsiders to do that for us. Diverse
as we have always been, in culture,
language, manner and thought, it hardly
mattered when it came to that belief of
ours. The renowned Tamil poet
Subramania Bharathi thundered: “We
might have a thousand divisions
amongst us, but is it any reason for an
outsider to intrude?”
The Indian accounting profession
was perhaps one of the earliest
communities to have seriously pondered
over the self-regulatory atmosphere soon
after the country gained independence
and even before the country was
proclaimed a Republic, as the Chartered
Accountants Act, 1949 was born. The
clan of Chartered Accountants, which
was a mere 1,689 in number in 1950,
and which has grown over 70 times
today, crossing the 1,20,000 mark, is
perhaps one of the finest examples of a
self-regulatory regime.
The accounting profession in India
can therefore be used as a benchmark
for other professions seeking to instill
discipline, quality, fairness and selfregulation in their respective
stakeholders.
Self-imposed regulations probably
came from the innate desire of the
profession to be accountable to the
society at large, which includes bankers,
creditors, investors, etc., who all value
the attestation of an accountant.
The attributes like integrity,
competence, objectivity, confidentiality,
independence, best professional
behaviour, probity even in personal life,
etc. should be the hallmark of an
accounting professional and stand
codified by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI).
The working of ICAI
The ICAI, a regulatory body, is
run by a council consisting of

30 members, four-fifths of which are
elected by the members at large in a
due democratic process. Six are
nominated by the Government, out of
which three will again be the members
of the profession and one each from CAG,
DCA and CBDT. The council operates
through three standing committees and
16 non-standing committees. Not only
does the Institute postulate the
accounting standards that are to be
ensured by the members, while they do
the attest functions but it has also
detailed what a member can do and is
not expected to do.

The accounting profession in
India can be used as a
benchmark for other
professions seeking to instill
discipline, quality, fairness
and self-regulation in their
respective stakeholders.

However, the ethical and regulatory
regime operating on the Indian CA
profession is not contained only in the
Chartered Accountants Act and the
regulations. It is also contained in the
Companies
Act,
1956,
which
harmonises the regulatory and ethical
regimes contained in the Chartered
Accountants Act, added to the
requirements of corporates under the
Companies Act.
Such ethical and regulatory
prescriptions in the Companies Act and
the Chartered Accountants Act include,
but are not limited to, the following:
 Section 11(2) Indian Companies Act,
1956 restricts the number of
partners in a partnership firm to 20.
Further, the Chartered Accountants
Act
restricts
a
Chartered
Accountant firm to be either a sole
proprietary or a partnership firm.

Under the conjoint reading of the
Indian Partnership Act, the Indian
Companies Act and the Chartered
Accountants Act, it is clear that
there is a restriction on the type of
entity and number of partners within
such firms.
 Further, there are restrictions under
the Companies Act on the number of
Audits that a Chartered Accountant
may accept.
 There
are
disqualifications
prescribed under the Companies Act
on the indebtedness of the Auditor if
it exceeds a mere Rs. 1,000, a limit
fixed in 1956, not revised at all but
yet held sacrosanct.
 Further, a CA is disqualified to be
an auditor of a company under the
Companies Act if he holds shares in
that company.
 Under the Companies Act, a firm
cannot be a shareholder in a
company and thereby cannot control
a company. This restrains Indian
professional firms from floating and
thereby controlling a company,
incorporated for carrying out certain
activities that are not legally or
technically possible to be carried out
by
the
parent
Chartered
Accountants firm.
 One of the significant ethical
requirements of the ICAI is that
Indian CAs have to affix their
individual signature, even though the
appointment of auditors is in the
name of the firm, while attesting.
This singular requirement has
ensured that the consequential
liability arising from attestation are
directly latched on the auditor
concerned and are not fixed to any
firm or organisation.
This is in contrast to the practices
prevalent in the West, where it is
possible for a practicing CA to attest by
signing his firm name (e.g. X & Y,
Chartered Accountants), then join the
same auditee as an employee and take
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up issues with the audit firm of which
he was a part earlier, this time around
from the other side of the table!
Indian Chartered Accountants
cannot advertise, whether in India or
abroad. They cannot canvass directly or
indirectly for professional assignments.
They cannot even have a logo, which in
turn might build their “brand equity.”
Even if a firm of Chartered Accountants
goes through the rigours of getting an
ISO certification, it will not be allowed
to make a mention of it in its business
cards or official stationery.
The
firms
cannot
make
presentations to prospective clients.
There are even restrictions as to how a
Chartered Accountants firm should
design its web site. The Code goes to the
extent of prescribing the size and style
of the name boards that can be hung
outside offices.
A CA cannot even have his name
printed in the telephone directory in bold
or any special lettering. He cannot accept
any original work from a client
introduced to him by another CA,
without an express permission of the
latter. In fact, whenever a CA accepts
any new audit assignment, he is
expected to communicate with the
previous auditor and obtain his noobjection. He is not allowed the liberty
of champerty i.e., to charge fees based
on any percentage of turnover of the
organisation he audits.
Indian CA firms cannot have nonCAs as partners. Neither can Indian
CAs or CA firms have any profit-sharing
arrangement with non-CAs. Thus is it
not possible for Indian CAs to structure
multi disciplinary practice to offer a onestop professional facility to clients. The
Chartered Accountants Act prohibits
such multi-disciplinary firms.
A rigorous code of ethics
Rigorous as they may seem, the code
of ethics extant and the regulations laid
out by the ICAI do clearly lay out the
restrictions placed on its members on
these issues. This laudable restriction
draws the line between profession and
business. Between ideas and products.
Between professionals and traders.
Between earning fee for personal value
and charging on the basis of brand value.
The in-built disciplinary mechanism
in the ICAI is wide enough to conduct
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The provisions contained
in the Code of Conduct of
the Institute are more
stringent than any other in
the world.

full-scale inquiries into complaints on
its members and has a detailed quasijudicial process prescribed.
The Institute has a proactive
Disciplinary Cell to ensure compliance
of professional ethics and Code of
Conduct in terms of the Chartered
Accountants Act as well as various
pronouncements issued by the Central
Council of the Institute.
The Institute not only entertains
complaints from stockholder/user groups
but also takes suo moto action in cases
that come to the knowledge of the
Institute through external information.
The provisions contained in the Code
of Conduct of the Institute are more
stringent than any other in the world
and the actions taken by the Institute
against the defaulting members are
also very severe. There are very few
cases where the Indian courts have

taken more stringent action against
the members than what is proposed by
the Institute.
The other two important selfregulatory parameters are the
requirements in respect of Continuing
Professional Education (CPE) and Peer
Review Mechanism.
In the complex and globalised
economic environment, it becomes
evident for all professionals to keep
themselves abreast of all the
professional/technological changes
in their respective fields. The Continuing
Professional Education Directorate
of the ICAI assumes the responsibility
of updating the members on
professional issues arising out of new
legislation, technological changes
and latest pronouncements of the
Institute, as well as other developments
relevant to the profession.
The modus operandi adopted in this
regard is the holding of seminars/
training programmes, conferences,
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The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practising Chartered Accountant.

publication of technical material,
teleconferences etc. The CPE is already
mandatory for members in practice who
will have to gain a specified number of
CPE credit annually by undergoing
approved learning activities.
The system of Peer Review that has
recently been introduced in the
profession is one that allows a “friendly
oversight’ by another member to ensure
that all is well and, if not, to suggest
ways and means to improve.
Stifling growth
However, there have been some
adverse consequences of these
restrictions also. The profession is made
up of several small to medium size firms
with inadequate infrastructure for
growth or increase in the level of
competence. But for a handful, there are
hardly any firms that operate on a
nationwide basis. This structure
handicaps the Indian accounting
professionals from taking full advantage
of the potential global market in
accountancy services.
Arguably, these restrictions might
have contributed to lowering of the
quality standards in the profession. The
restrictions on the number of partners
and the number of audits have led to a
situation where competent firms with
adequate infrastructure are unable to
accept more assignments and grow
further, with the result that the
assignments get handed over to firms
which may not be as adequately
equipped. The consumers of such
services are also prevented from using
the services of a firm of their choice.
The all-round decimation that we
witness in all the spheres of life has not
spared the accounting profession either,
though the Institute cannot be faulted
of mala fide intentions whatsoever. The
course a student has to take and
complete has become extremely arduous
and now spans a period of six years, and
it appears that the present system of
education as prescribed is effectively
dissuading aspirants from the
profession. The way chartered
accountancy is structured today in India
could be said to be an interesting case of
self-regulation being too severe.
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The Logistics of It All
— The who, why and how of self-regulation
As more and more players enter the insurance market and the broking community expands
exponentially, the need for self-regulation is only accentuated. But how? V. Sithapathy finds the answers.

In the 21

st

century world of commerce –
where geographic boundaries are ceasing
to exist and implementing the law of the
land is getting increasingly tougher – the
importance of self-regulation has
assumed
giant
proportions.
Governments cannot police every aspect
of the running of enterprises without
stifling their growth. Self-regulation, on
the other hand, ensures that an industry
enjoys healthy growth, while unfair
practices are kept at bay.
For any professional or a body of
professionals to have a meaningful
existence and contribute to the growth
of the profession, it is necessary to have
a code that will intrinsically regulate the
method by which the business affairs of
the professional body or its members are
conducted.
There has been a long-felt need for
self-regulation in the Indian insurance
industry, particularly for brokers. As
more and more players enter the fray and
the broking community expands
exponentially, the need is only
accentuated. However, questions
remain: who will perform the regulation,
and how?
A not-for-profit organisation like the
Insurance Brokers Association of India
is well positioned to provide selfregulation services. Because of the
independent nature of the association,
it can set and assist the standards by
which its constituents – be it the member
company, its employees, groups or
individuals – can operate.
The need
The need for a self-regulated regime
stems from the experience the world over
that a codified law suffers from the
following patent deficiencies/loopholes:
 The statute will assume that the
subjects will follow the law in its
letter and spirit.

 Modifications/amendments to
the statute will be required as
its implementation is evolved.
 A statute is brought into force
because it has been implemented
in a particular country and the
lawmakers tend to adopt it as it
is, overlooking the terrestrial
realities.
 Unintended gaps in the law, due
to drafting lapses or otherwise,
leading to discretion in decisions.

A self-regulated
environment can achieve
various things, such as
certainty in business
decisions through fair
business practices; stabilised
standards of service;
implementation of the law in
letter and spirit; and the
guarantee that no person
found guilty of malpractices
goes unpunished.
 The assumption that penal
consequences provided for in the statute
will ensure necessary compliance is often
misplaced.
The objective of drafting a selfregulatory Code of Practice is to improve
the position of the insuring public in
making informed decisions. The Code
should invariably ensure that the
insuring public is made aware of any
potential disadvantage, including the
implications in financial terms, in
procuring a cover for the risk or in
replacing an existing policy covering the
risk. It is this external pressure and

internal demand which will drive us
towards formulating the code.
Process of code development
The process should involve
identification of market practices,
weeding out of the bad practices, and
setting the good practices as standards.
The standards could cover the rights
and duties towards:


members inter se



insurers



insured



general public

The standards set should be
deliberated at length by all the
stakeholders concerned comprising the
constituents and the beneficiaries.
To enable sincere implementation of
the standards, the mechanism adopted
could be monitored through a
disciplinary committee independent of
the board of management. The
committee could comprise independent
professionals from different fields, such
as engineers, lawyers, company
secretaries and chartered accountants.
A self-regulated environment can
achieve various things, such as certainty
in business decisions through fair
business practices; stabilised standards
of service; implementation of the law in
letter and spirit; and the guarantee that
no person found guilty of malpractices
goes unpunished.
With detarifing round the corner, the
sooner the self-regulatory practices are
delegated, the easier and more efficient
it will be to regulate the market forces.
The author is a Director and Principal
Officer of VIG India Insurance Services
Pvt. Ltd. and Secretary of the Insurance
Brokers Association of India. The views
expressed here are his own.
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àH$meH$ H$m g§Xoe
ñd`§ {d{Z`_Z
Bg AdYmaUm Ho$ gmW MbVo hwE {H$ ~mOma H$s e{º$`m±
{H$gr CËnmX Ho$ g~go A{YH$ à^mdembr {dH$ën H$mo gw{Ze{MV
H$aVr h¢ AWdm godm EH$ AdYmaUm h¡ Omo{H$ ñd`§ {d{Z`_Z
Ûmam Om±M VWm g§Vb
w Z {H$gr CÚmoJ Ho$ YZ g§~Y§ r VWm I§S>
VWm gdm}Îm_ ì`mdhm[aH$Vm H$mo ~‹T>mdm XoVo h¢& O{Q>b CÚmoJmo
H$mo {d{Z`m{_V VWm n`©dj
o H$aZo Ho$ {bE CZHo$ godm àXmZ H$aZo
dmbo ZoQ>dH©$ Ho$ gmW ñd`§ {d{Z`åZ VH${ZH$s ê$n go {df` kmZ
H$mo H$m_ _| bmZo Ho$ {bE VWm ~mOr bJmZo dmbm| Ho$ ñd`§ {hV
H$mo àH$medmZ H$aZo Ho$ {bE ào[aV H$aVm h¡ Amdí`H$ bo{H$Z
An`m©á ñVa H$m n`©dj
o U VWm {Z`ÝÌU&
~r_m CÚmoJ _| `h AdYmaUm df© 1938 Ho$ ~r_m A{Y{Z`_
go em{_b hwAm- BgHo$ nrNo> bJmVma bJo aho VWm {nN>b _mh
OrdZ ~r_m H$mD§${gb Bg g\$a _| _rb H$m nËWa gm{~V
hwAm& H$mD§${gb {d{^Þ _wÔm| H$m {ZnQ>mZm H$a ahr h¡ O¡go An{dH«$` ({~H«$s Ho$ g_` bm^m| H$m g_mZ aoIm§H$Z) VWm
àH$Q>Z (O{Q>b CËnmXm| Ho$ ^mdr Ag_§Og pñWV _| ñnï>Vm
bmZm). BgHo$ AmJo A^r AÝ` ^mar H$m`© h¢, EH$ Eogo CÚmoJ
Ho$ à{V{Z{YËd Ho$ AZwê$n Omo {dH$mg H$s Ag§»` g§^mdZm
VWm A{Zdm`©Vm aIVm h¡&
gmYmaU ~r_m H$mD§${gb, Omo ~mOma Ho$ AmMaU _| ì`ñV
h¡ VWm AÝ` _wÔo AnZm g§aMZmË_H$ T>m±Mm ~ZmVo hwEo AnZr
OJh ~Zm b|Jo& AmB©AmaS>rE Zo nhbo hr EH$ g§ñWm Ho$ àË`oH$

joÌ {deof go ~Vm©d H$aZo Ho$ {bE EH$ àUmbr àñVm{dV H$s h¡
Omo ì`mnH$ ê$n go joÌ Ho$ {hVmo H$mo VWm ~r_m Xbmbm|, V¥Vr`
nj àemgH$mo ( h¡ëW godmE±) Q>rnrE {Z_m©U Ho$ {d{^Þ ñVam|
na g§ñWAm| _| ñd`§ {d{Z`_Z H$s Va\$ AJ«ga h¡
AmB© AmaS>rE Ho$ Bg A§H$ _| h_ Bg I§S> Ho$ à{V{Z{Y`m|
Ho$ {dMma bm`o h¢ Omo{H$ ñd`§ {d{Z`_Z Ho$ {df`-joÌ VWm
ñd`± {d{Z`_Z H$s H$m`©àUmbr na àH$me S>mboJ| {Oggo _wÔm|
VWm Oê$aVm| H$s Vñdra gm\$ hmo gHo$&
Bg OZ©b _| g~go à{gÛ A§Vd©ñVw {df` Bg _mh {nN>bo df© Ho$
A§{V_ ì`dgm` gm§p»`H$s Ho$ gmW {deof AW© bo ahr h¡& O~{H$
J¡a OrdZ ~r_m joÌ _| g§`V 13 à{VeV H$m {dH$mg XO© hwAm,
CÚmoJ _| Eogm g_yh h¡ {OgHo$ ~mao _| {debofH$m| H$m _mZZm h¡ {H$
`h _§Xr _| h¡& OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| d¥{Õ 36 à{VeV.
OZ©b H$m AJbm A§H$ `h narjU H$aoJm {H$ {eH$m`V
{ZnQ>mZ àUmbr AmÝV[aH$ VWm CÚmoJ Ho$ {bE& `h EH$ Eogm
{df` h¡ {Og_| {d{Z`m_H$ gXm ê${M aIVm h¡, nmobgrhmoëS>a
YmaH$ Ho$ hrVm| H$s ajm CgH$m àW_ H$Îm©ì` h¡&

ºÉÒ. BºÉ. ®úÉ´É

“

Hw$N> Vmo bmoJ H$h|Jo
Á`mXm {d{Z`_Z g_ñ`m H$m Amdí`H$ ê$n
go g_mYmZ Zht h¡& gh`moJr Ñ{ï>H$moU Z`o {Z`_ ~ZmZo
go A{YH$ _XXJma hmo gH$Vm h¡& {Z`_ {N>Ð ~ZmVo h¢ VWm `h
{N>Ð Hw$`moOZ H$s Va\$ bo OmVo h¡&
bmS©> nrQ>a boqdO, AÜ`j, bm`S>g² Am\$ b§XZ

”

ì`dgm` Ho$ ñVa H$mo XoIVo hwE VWm {Og àH$ma
`h {dH${gV hwAm h¡ `h R>rH$ g_` h¡ {H$ AbJ ny±Or
g§aMZm H$mo XoIm OmE& bo{H$Z `o JbV hmoJm {H$ AdamoY hQ>mZo
H$mo bú` g_P {b`m OmE& `h g‹S>H$ na _rb Ho$ nËWa go A{YH$
Hw$N> Zht h¡&
ga ~«oZ gQ>rd©Q>, AÜ`j, ñQo>ÝS©>S> bmB©\$ Ûmam CZH$s
H§$nZr Ho$ AdamoY hQ>mZo H$s `moOZm H$s AmbmoMZm na&

hm±, `h EH$ _hËdH$m§er `moOZm h¡ {OgHo$ AZwgma ZB© n|eZ
`moOZm àUmbr H$m`© H$ao, bo{H$Z h_| H$ht Vmo àma§^ H$aZm hmoJm&
lr S>r ñdê$n, AÜ`j, nrE\$AmaS>rE

{dH$mgerb Xoemo _| Jar~m| H$m ~S>m
AZwnmV h¡, d¥Õ bmoJ AZm¡nMm[aH$ joÌ _| H$m`©aV h¢&
BÝho {H$gr ^r àH$ma Ho$ Am¡nMm[aH$ n¢eZ àUmbr H$m
g_W©Z àmá Zht h¡&
g§`wº$ amï´> EEggrEnr gd}, Eo{e`Z OZg§»`m Ho$ d¥Õ hmoZo na&
_¢ gmoMVm hy± {H$ `o (A{Yd{f©Vm \§$S>) q\«$O bm^ H$a go
_wº$ hmoZo Mm{h`|& h_| Bg_| {^ÞVm H$aZr hmoJr {H$ b§~o g_`
Ho$ {bE {Z`moº$m Ûmam H$_©Mmar H$mo CnbãY H$adm`m J`m
bm^ VWm H$_ g_` Ho$ {bE CnbãY bm^ H$s àH¥${V&
A{Yd{f©Vm \§$S> _| `moJXmZ EH$ bå~o g_` H$m bm^ h¡&
lr gr. Eg. amd AÜ`j, AmB©AmaS>rE
dh H$maU {OgHo$ n[aUm_ ñdê$n H§$n{Z`m± AnZo H$m
J¡aVH©$g§JV pñW{V _| nmVr h¡ dh Eogo AnamY h¢ Omo CZH$s dµ\$mXmar
H$V©ì`{Zð>m H$mo ^§J H$aVo h¢&
lr So>{dS> ~«mD$Z, {OÝhm|Zo ñnrQ>Oa å`yMdb
\§$S> Am¡a ~r_m H$s Om±M-n‹S>Vmb H$s&
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Bggo CXmadmX Ho$ ~mX J¡a OrdZ ~r_m ~mOma Ho$
{dH$mg H$mo _XX {_bVr h¡& ~mOma {H$g àH$ma n[ad{V©V
hþAm h¡, Am¡a {H$g VarHo$ go? Bggo {H$go bm^ nhþ±Mm
h¡ Am¡a {H$go Zht?

Bg _m_bo na EH$ gdmb `h CR>Vm h¡ {H$ BZ
g^r Am{W©H$ bm^m| Ho$ ~mao _| EH$ J«mhH$ Š`m gmoMVm
h¡& {H$g àH$ma BZ g^r _mnX§S>m| na bm^ H$mo Ho$bHw$boQ>
{H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡&

~mOma _| `h MMm© h¡ {H$ {H$g àH$ma CXmadmXr
AW©ì`dñWm go ~r_m ~mOma _| n[adV©Z Am`m h¡ `m
BgHo$ àr{_`_ ŠboH$eZ na H¡$gm à^md n‹S>m h¡& {ZOr
~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ed§ {dXoer {ZdoeH$m| Ho$ AmZo go à{V`mo{JVm
~‹T>r h¡& gobg© _mH}$Q> ~m`g© _mH}$Q> H$m én bo MwH$m h¡&
H$B© bmoJm| H$mo Bggo amoOJma ^r {_b ahm h¡&

n[aM` A§e 2: hmb hr _| AmB© gwZm_r {dnXm
go H$m\$s Am{W©H$ ZwH$gmZ hþAm h¡ Am¡a ~r_m CÚmoJ
na ^r BgH$m Imgm Aga n‹S>m h¡& ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| Zo
Bg joÌ Ho$ A~r{_V `m A§S>a ~r{_V bmoJm| Ho$ CËWmZ
Ho$ {bE Hw$N> ^r H$m`© Zht {H$`m& `h ~r_m H§$n{Z`m|
H$s ^oX-Zr{V H$mo Xem©Vm h¡&

n[aM` A§e 1: doYZ ñVa H$m nmoQ>©\$mo{b`mo dmBg
AÜ``Z {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE Vm{H$ nVm Mb gHo$ {H$
{H$g goJ_|Q> H$m A{YH$ VoOr go {dH$mg hmo ahm h¡
Am¡a `{X `h {dH$mg CÚmoJ `m {\$a BgHo$ {dVaU
M¡Zëg `m {\$a ~r{_V ì`pŠV Ho$ _mÜ`_ go hmo ahm h¡
Vmo `h nVm bJVm h¡ {H$ J«mhH$ Cƒ Omo{I_ H$maH$ Ho$
à{V OmJéH$ h¢& doYZ ñVa _| Hw$N> ~‹T>moVar hr H$m\$s
Zht h¡& {H$g joÌ _| BgH$m {dH$mg hmoZm Mm{hE VWm
{H$Z _m_bm| Ho$ gmW?

Š`m CXmadmXr AW© ì `dñWm OëX~mOr _|
ApñVËd _| AmB©? Š`m BgHo$ {bE A{YH$ ~mOma
V¡`mar H$s Amdí`H$Vm Zht Wr? Hw$N> _m_bo Eogo h¢
Omo A^r VH$ gwbP Zht nmE h¢, BZgo ~mOma na Š`m
à^md n‹So>Jm? Š`m g^r g_ñ`mAm| H$s nhMmZ H$a
br JB© h¡ Am¡a h_ BZgo {ZnQ>Zo _| gj_ h¢?

CÎmaXm`r nX na ~¡Ro> EH$ ì`pŠV Zo A^r hmb hr
_| EH$ àH$meZ _| ~`mZ {X`m h¡ {H$ ~r_mH$Vm© H$s
{~H«$s, VH$ZrH$s Ed§ CËnmXH$Vm e¡br VWm gmW hr
{dVaU M¡Zëg _| gwYma H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& Z¡{VH$
_yë` ^r Bg_| H$m`_ ahZo Mm{hE& A§S>aamBqQ>J VH$ZrH$
_| gwYma hmoZm Mm{hE VWm ~r_mH$Vm© H$mo `h nhMmZ
hmoZr Mm{hE {H$ ^{dî` _| Ho$db ì`pŠVJV ~r_m hr
AmJo AmEJm& Š`m BÝht ~mVm| na Ü`mZ XoZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm h¡? `o gm_mÝ` _wÔo h¢ VWm BZ_| gwYma
H$s H$m\$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡&

Bg_| H$moB© eH$ Zht h¡ {H$ OrdZ ~r_m ~mOma
H$m\$s VoOr go AmJo ~‹T> ahm h¡ VWm CXmadmX go BgHo$
{dH$mg _| H$m\$s gh`moJ {_bm h¡& OrdZ ~r_m à{Vdf©
35 à{VeV H$s Xa go d¥{Ó H$a ahm h¡ VWm Bg_|
{Zdo{eV ny±Or Omo df© 2003-04 _| 90,000 H$amo‹S>
én`o Wr AmO ~‹T>H$a 3 bmI 50 hOma H$amo‹S> én`o
hmo JB© h¡& ^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_ {OgH$m Hw$N>
dfm] nhbo VH$ ~mOma na EH$m{YH$ma Wm, AmO X~md

~mOma _| `h MMm© h¡ {H$ {H$g àH$ma
CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm go
~r_m ~mOma _| n[adV©Z Am`m h¡ `m
BgHo$ àr{_`_ ŠboH$eZ na H¡$gm
à^md n‹S>m h¡& {ZOr ~r_mH$Vm©Am|
Ed§ {dXoer {ZdoeH$m| Ho$ AmZo go
à{V`mo{JVm ~‹T>r h¡&

J¡a OrdZ ~r_m A^r VH$ H$m\$s g_ñ`mAm| H$m gm_Zm
H$a ahm h¡ VWm H$m\$s g§H$Q> go OwP ahm h¡& CXmadmXr
AW©ì`dñWm Ho$ AmZo Ho$ ~mX BgH$s _wpíH$b| Am¡a ^r ~‹T>r

J¡a OrdZ ~r_m ~mOma

~mOma X~md go `h nVm n‹S>Vm h¡ {H$ Ho$db ZE
CËnmXm| H$mo Omar H$aZo go hr J«mhH$m| H$mo g§Vw{ï> Zht
hmoJr& EbAmB©gr H$mo J«mhH$m| Ho$ à{V AnZr CÎmaXm{`Vm
~‹T>mZr hmoJr VWm J«mhH$ CgHo$ gmW AmgmZr go
{~OZog H$a gH|$ BgHo$ {bE AnZr {~OZog à{H«$`m
H$mo gab H$aZm hmoJm&

_| h¡& AmO Bgo {ZOr ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| go à{V`mo{JVm
H$m gm_Zm H$aZm n‹S> ahm h¡& àr{_`_ hmo `m {\$a
nm°{bgr ha OJh Bgo à^md n‹S> ahm h¡&

àr{_`_ Ed§ dm{f©H$ d¥{Ó Xa _| ~‹T>moVar
2. ~mOma doYZ - Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm H$m ñVa OrS>rnr
Ho$ à{VeV Ho$ én _| gH$b ~r_m àr{_`_ go
g_Pm`m Om gH$Vm h¡&

1.

CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm go hþE \$m`Xo H$mo {H$g
àH$ma Ho$bHw$boQ> {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡? Bg à{H«$`m Ho$
{bE Š`m VarH$m hmoZm Mm{hE& {ZåZ{b{IV joÌm| _|
h_ BgH$m AÜ``Z H$a gH$Vo h¢:

{dH$mg Ho$ {bE MoH${bñQ>

Š`m `o VÏ` AmB©AmaS>rE H$s {dH$mg `moOZmAm|
Ho$ A§VJ©V AmVo h¢& CZH$m Ü`mZ Bg Amoa bmZo Ho$
{bE ~r_m CÚmoJ Š`m H$a ahm h¡? A~ h_| _w»` _wÔm
Omo CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm Ho$ ~mX J¡a OrdZ ~r_m
joÌ _| bm^ H$m h¡, Cg Amoa AnZm Ü`mZ Ho$pÝÐV
H$aZm Mm{hE&

h¡& {dVaU M¡Zëg _| ~«mHo $am| Ho$ Am OmZo go CÚmoJ H$mo
A{V[aŠV YZ H$s Amaí`H$Vm n‹S> ahr h¡& Š`m BZ ~«mHo $am|
Ho$ Am OmZo go ~mOma H$mo Hw$N> {dH$mg hm{gb hmoJm&
J«mhH$m| H§ $s é{M ^r H$_ hmoVr Om ahr h¡& Š`m Bg_| bm^
_| ~‹T>mVo ar hmoJr& Š`m eo`a ~mOma BgH$m EH$ g_mYmZ h¡&
Š`m CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm H$mo VoOr _| bm`m J`m& Š`m
BgHo$ {bE Am¡a A{YH$ ~mOma AÜ``Z H$s OéaV Zht
Wr& Š`m Bggo CËnÝZ hmoZo dmbr ha g_ñ`mAm| H$m hb
nhbo go V¡`ma H$a {b`m J`m h¡&

OrdZ ~r_m H$mo `{X XoI|

EH$ ì`pŠV {OVhm A{YH$ ~r_m na IM© H$aVm h¡ dh {dÎmr` én go CVZm
hr A{YH$ gwa{jV ahVm h¡& Or. dr. amd

bm^ {g\©$ ~r_mH$Vm©Am| H$mo {_bVo h¢, J«mhH$ H$mo Zht

CXmadmX H$m A§V Š`m?

àma§{^H$ à{H«$`m>

tlE:-.
,• ;:;~~

àma§{^H$ à{H«$`m>

3.

~r_m àr{_`_ H$m KZËd
4. J¡a-Amdí`H$ ~r_m H$dg© _| àr{_`_ d¥{Ó
g§aMZm

Wm& BgH$m J¡a OrdZ ~r_m àr{_`_
14,468 {_{b`Z S>m°ba ahm VWm Bg joÌ _| BgH$m
~mOma doYZ 1.03 à{VeV Wm&

5.

`h VÏ` XoIZo `mo½` h¡ {H$ MrZ H$s OrS>rnr
^maV Ho$ _wH$m~bo 2.3 JwZm h¡ VWm J¡a OrdZ ~r_m
àr{_`_ H$boŠeZ 3.9 JwZm h¡& MrZ H$s ~mOma doYZ
^maV go 1.7 JwZm h¡&

à{V`moJr dmVmdaU H$s ñdñWVm H$m ñVa
6. àXmZ H$s JB© godm Ho$ à{V J«mhH$m| H$m AZw^d
7. Kmo{fV ZE CËnmXm| H$s g§»`m
8. Omo{I_ à~§YZ Ed§ g§~§{YV {dkmZ _| AmYw{ZH$
OmZH$mar
9. amï>r` {dH$mg _| `moJXmZ
10.bm^ H$s àm{á
11. bmoJm| H$mo amoOJma _wh¡`m H$amZm
12.H$moanmoaoQ> JdZ]g H$m {dH$mg
13.H$m{_©H$m| H$s JwUdÎmm
CnamoŠV MoH${bñQ> h_| EH$ AmB{S>`m Xo gH$Vr h¡
{H$ CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm go h_o {H$VZm \$m`Xm hmo
ahm h¡ naÝVw BgH$m nyU© AÜ``Z BgHo$ _mÜ`_ go
g§^d Zht h¡& `h boI ~mOma doYZ Ho$ à_wI {~ÝXyAm|
H$mo aoIm§{H$V H$aZo _| _XX H$aoJm VWm gmW hr dV©_mZ
à{V`mo{JVm Ho$ ñVa H$mo ^r aoIm§{H$V H$aoJm&

~mOma doYZ
A§Vam©ï>r` én _| ~mOma doYZ H$m ñVa - - OrS>rnr
go gH$b ~r_m àr{_`_ H$m à{VeV - - `h ~r{_V
ì`pŠV H$s Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm H$mo àX{e©V H$aVm h¡&
BgHo$ {bE E{e`m Ho$ Xmo {dH$mgerb Xoe ^maV Ed§
MrZ H$s VwbZm H$s Om gH$Vr h¡&
2003 _| ^maV H$s OrS>rnr 595 {~{b`Z S>m°ba

Wr VWm `h {dœ H$s 12 dt g~go ~‹S>r AW©ì`dñWm
Wr& {dœ ñVa na BgHo$ OrS>rnr H$m à{VeV 1.6 Wm&
BgH$s OZg§»`m bJ^J 1.05 {~{b`Z Wr VWm
à{V ì`pŠV OrS>rnr 569 S>m°ba Wr& BgH$m J¡a OrdZ
~r_m àr{_`_ 3712 {_{b`Z S>m°ba Wm Omo {dœ
ñVa na 28d| a¢H$ na Am±H$m J`m& J¡a OrdZ ~r_m
~mOma _| BgH$m doYZ 0.62 à{VeV Wm&
MrZ H$s OZg§»`m 1.3 {~{b`Z Wr& BgH$s
OrS>rnr 1366 {~{b`Z S>m°ba Wr VWm {dœ ñVa na
BgH$s AW©ì`dñWm gm±Vd| Z§~a na Wr& à{V ì`pŠV
OrS>rnr 1,092 S>m°ba ahr& {dœ OrS>rnr _| BgH$m

à{VeV

3.8

^maV _| àr{_`_ H$mo ~‹T>mZo Ho$ {bE Š`m ñÌrV h¢&
`{X H$moB© nmoQ©>\$mo{b`mo Ho$ d¥{Ó Xa H$mo Jm¡a go XoIo Vmo
_moQ>a Ed§ ñdmñW` O¡go ZwH$gmZ XoZo dmbo ~mOma _|
Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm Á`mXm h¡& O~{H$ bm^ XoZo dmbo
goJ_|Q> O¡go Ap½Z Ed§ _¡[aZ _| Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm
~hþV H$_ h¡&

2003

J«mhH$m| _| AmB© OmJéH$Vm {OgHo$ H$maU `h {dH$mg
g§^d hmo gH$m h¡& gmW hr `h ^r XoIZm hmoJm {H$
{H$g goJ_|Q> _| BgHo$ {dH$mg H$s Amdí`H$Vm Á`mXm
h¡ Am¡a H$hm± H$_&
{dVaU M¡Zëg hmo `m {\$a ~«moH$a Am_ OZVm _|
Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm H$mo _hgyg Zht {H$`m J`m h¡&
\$m`a, Ap½Z Ed§ _¡[aZ goJ_|Q> _| AmB© H$_r `h Xem©Vr
h¡ {H$ CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm go ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo hr
\$m`Xm nhþM
± m h¡ Z {H$ Am_ OZVm H$mo& H$B© ZE CËnmXm|
Ho$ ~mOma _| AmZo Ho$ ~mX ^r {H$gr ^r ~r_mH$Vm© Zo
dh g\$bVm hm{gb Zht H$s h¡ Omo ZE CËnmX H$mo
bmZo Ho$ ~mX àmá hmoZr Mm{hE Wr&
hmb hr _| AmB© gwZm_r ÌmgXr Ho$ XmoamZ ^r ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m| H$m ~wam hmb XoIZo H$mo {_bm h¡& ~r_m H§$n{Z`m|
Zo Bg ÌmgXr _| V~mh hþE A~r{_V `m A§S>a ~r{_V
bmoJm| Ho$ CËWmZ Ho$ {bE Hw$N> ^r H$aZo H$m à`mg Zht
{H$`m& `h ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$s ^oX Zr{V H$mo Xem©Vm h¡ Omo
{H$gr ^r VarHo$ go ghr Zht h¡& ~r_mH$Vm©Am| H$m H$moB© ^r
gm_m{OH$ g§nH©$ `m {\$a gm_m{OH$ Xm{`Ëd Zht h¡&

_| ^maV H$s OrS>rnr 595
{~{b`Z S>m°ba Wr VWm `h {dœ H$s
12 dt g~go ~‹S>r AW©ì`dñWm Wr&
{dœ ñVa na BgHo$ OrS>rnr H$m à{VeV ~r_m H$m KZËd
1.6 Wm& BgH$s OZg§»`m bJ^J 1.05
~r_m KZËd go Xoe ^a _| ~r_m Ho$ {dH$mg H$m
{~{b`Z Wr VWm à{V ì`pŠV OrS>rnr VwbZmË_H$ AÜ``Z {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡& Bgo à{V ì`pŠV
~r_m àr{_`_ go Ho$bHw$boQ> {H$`m OmVm h¡& EH$ ì`pŠV
569 S>m°ba Wr&

CXmadmXr AW©ì`dñWm Ho$ ~mX d¥{Ó Xa _| H$_r
AmB© h¡& 2003-04 _| Ap½Z _| 7.5 à{VeV Ed§
_¡[aZ _| 7 à{VeV H$s H$_r XO© H$s JB©& AmO _moQ>a
Ed§ ñdmñW` Ho$ joÌm| _| hr àr{_`_ _| ~‹T>moVar XoIZo
H$mo {_b ahr h¡& {dœ ñVa na ~r_m doYZ 8.1 à{VeV
h¡& E{e`m _| XoIm OmE Vmo `h 7.5 à{VeV h¡ O~{H$
^maV _| `h {g\©$ 0.62 à{VeV hr h¡& ^maVr`
~mOma _| BgH$m CËWmZ A^r H$m\$s ~mH$s h¡ VWm `h
A^r e¡edmdñWm _| hr h¡&
Š`m `h {dH$mg h_| g§Vwï> H$a gH$Vm h¡& doYZ
ñVa nmoQ>©\$mob`mo dmBg _m{nV {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE Vm{H$
`h nVm bJ gHo$ {H$ {H$g goJ_|Q> _| VoOr go ~‹T>moVar
hmo ahr h¡ Am¡a `h ~‹T>moVar {H$g H$maU go hmo ahr h¡&
`h CÚmoJ Ûmam ñWm{nV {dVaU M¡Zëg h¢ `m {\$a

{OVhm A{YH$ ~r_m na IM© H$aVm h¡ dh {dÎmr` én go
CVZm hr A{YH$ gwa{jV ahVm h¡& ~r_m KZËd {OVZm
A{YH$ hmoJm, ~r_m H$da ^r CVZm hr A{YH$ hmoJm
VWm CËnmX CVZm hr A{YH$ g\$b hmoJm&
d¡{œH$ ñVa na BgH$m Am¡gV 273 S>m°ba h¡&
lrb§H$m _| `h 7.8 S>mb
° a, WmB©bÊ¡ S> _| 38 S>mb
° a,
° a, A_o[aH$m _| 1990 S>mb
° a,
_bo{e`m _| 87 S>mb
MrZ _| 11.2 S>mb
° a VWm ^maV _| _mÌ 3.5 S>mb
° a h¡&
Q¡>[a\$ _| ~‹T>moVar Ho$ gmW àm{_`_ _| ~‹T>moVar
hmoVr h¡& A{YH$ bmoJ `{X ~r_m CËnmXm| H$mo IarX| Vmo
^r Bg_| d¥{Ó hmoVr h¡& 9 {gVå~a H$s KQ>Zm Ho$ ~mX
^r Bg_| H$m\$s ~Xbmd XoIZo H$mo {_bo h¢&

boIH$ Amo[aEÝQ>b ~r_m H§$nZr _| godm{Zd¥V _w»`
à~§Y {ZXoeH$ h¢&
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Q¡>[a\$ go Ap½Z ~r_m O¡go bm^ XoZo dmbo goJ_|Q>
_o BZBpŠdQ>r ~‹T>r h¡ VWm `h OéaV go A{YH$
Xam| H$m ^wJVmZ H$a aho h¢& {Og àH$ma _¡[aZ
H$mJm} goJ_|Q> H$s àr{_`_ Xam| _| H$_r AmB©& 200304 _| _¡[aZ H$mJm} Ho$ Hw$b ~mOma _| {nN>bo df©
Ho$ _wH$m~b 8 à{VeV H$s H$_r XoIr JB© VWm
BgH$m Hw$b ~mOma 6à{VeV H$m ahm& AV:
{S>Q¡>[aq\$J Zo Ap½Z Ed§ _moQ>a goJ_|Q> Ho$ ~mOma
eo`a _| H$_r bmB© h¡& `{X BVZo bm^ XoZo dmbo
goJ_|Q> H$m `h hf© ahm h¡ Vmo CZ goJ_|Q> H$m Š`m
hmoJm Omo nhbo go hr KmQo> H$m gm_Zm H$a aho h¢
`m {\$a n`m©á bm^ Zht Xo nm aho h¢&
KmQ>m| H$m à^md
_moQ>a goJ_|Q> _| ^mar ZwH$gmZ Ho$ ~mX
~r_mH$Vm© gwú_ ~r_m Ed§ ì`pŠVJV ~r_m Ho$ gmW
{H$gr àH$ma H$m à`moJ Zht H$aZm MmhVo h¢ Mmho
^{dî` _| ~mOma Ho$ {dH$mg _| {H$VZm hr Cn`moJr
Š`m| Z hmo& Bg_| {Zdoe Mm{hE VWm gmW hr
à~§YZ H$m g_` ^r Mm{hE Vm{H$ {dnUZ H$s
EH$ ZB© g§ñH¥${V gm_Zo AmE Am¡a g§JR>Z H$s
{~H«$s _| BOm\$m hmo& g^r AnZo AnZo ñVa Ho$
{bE EH$ Xy g ao go à{V`mo { JVm H$a aho h¢ &
~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ Zd©g {gñQ>_ _| _mZm| {e{WbVm
Am JB© h¡, do n[adV©Zm| H$m gm_Zm H$aZo _| Ag_W©

Xam| _| n[adV©Z H$s à{H«$`m H$mo 1994 _| àma§^
{H$`m J`m Wm VWm `h _¡[aZ H$mJm} goJ_|Q> _| Wm&
Š`m|{H$ `h EH$ bm^ XoZo dmbo goJ_|Q> _| {H$`m
J`m Wm Bg{bE Bgo ~r_mYmaH$ bmoJm| go {H$gr
{damoY H$m gm_Zm Zht H$aZm n‹S>m& Bggo àr{_`_
Xam| _| H$_r hþB© Omo AmO ^r XoIr Om gH$Vr h¡&
Ap½Z ~r_m Omo H$mJm} ~r_m go ^r Á`mXm bm^
XoZo dmbm h¡, H$B© ~r_mH$Vm© àr{_`_ Xa KQ>mZo
H$m à`mg H$a aho h¢&

({nN>bo A§H$ H$m eof)

{S>Q¡>[aq\$J _m_bo _| {ZU©` boZo Ho$ {bE
~mOma S>mQ>m H$m g§J«h hr AmYma^yV Zht h¡&
Bggo em`X g_ñ`m H$s _mÌm H$mo g_PZo _o _XX
{_b|Jr, na g_ñ`m H$s O{Q>bVm H$mo nhbo go hr
g_Pm Om MwH$m h¡& ~mOma Š`m MmhVm h¡ - Q¡>[a\$
H$s {Za§VaVm `m \${\$a {S>Q¡>[aq\$J& ~mOma H$mo
BgH$s H$m`©dmhr Ho$ {bE V¡`ma ahZm hmoJm&

V¡`ma H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& gaH$ma H$mo Q>rEgr
Ed§ AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo BgHo$ {bE EH$ Q>mB©_mo_ XoZm
Mm{hE Vm{H$ Bgna g_` na H$m_ {H$`m Om gHo$&
EH$ g{_{V H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE Omo
{Zînj hm| VWm n`m©á OmZH$mar aIVo hm|&

`{X Q¡>[a\$ {Za§Va ahVm h¡ Vmo `h A{YH$
{XZm| VH$ Zht ah gHo$Jm& `h {OVZm A{YH$
g_` boJm {S>Q¡>[aq\$J H$s g_ñ`m Am¡a ^r ~‹T>Vr
OmEJr& {nN>bo dfm] _| ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Zo AnZr
g§aMZm _| Hw$N> {deof n[adV©Z Zht {H$`m h¡ & do
`h g_PZo _| ^yb H$a MwHo$ h¢ {H$ J«mhH$m| Zo
AnZr àmo\$mBb H$mo ~Xb {b`m h¡& CXmadmXr
à{H«$`m go J«m_rU Ed§ gm_m{OH$ goŠQ>g© H$mo Hw$N>
A{YH$ \$m`Xm Zht {_bm h¡, Š`m|{H$ ~r_mH$Vm©
AnZm A{YH$Va g_` H$moanmoaoQ> J«mhH$m| na hr
H$_ OmZH$mar aIZo dmbo ~r_m H$_©Mmar hmoVo h¢,
ì`VrV H$a aho h¢&
CÝh| A§S>aamBqQ>J hmo_dH©$ VoOr go Ed§ H$m\$s
^maVr` noeoda H$B© joÌm| _| H$m\$s g\$b aho
gMoVVmnyd©H$ H$aZm hmoJm&
h¢& Bgr Vah A§S>aamBqQ>J ñH$sb _| ^r do AnZr
g_mYmZ H$s Vbme
loð>Vm gm{~V H$a gH$Vo h¢& CÝh| grIZo Ho$ {bE
EH$ Z EH$ {XZ {S>Q>¡[aq\$J AmEJm& `h O~
EH$ Adga Mm{hE& J«mhH$m| H$mo ^r Bg àH$ma
^r AmE ~mOma H$mo Bgo J«hU H$aZo Ho$ {bE gX¡d
ào[aV {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE {H$ do ~r_m Ho$ à{V
V¡`ma ahZm hmoJm& EH$ ewÓ Omo{I_ nhobr gbmh OmJéH$ hm| Ed§ Bgo IarXZo _| é{M {XImE§ Am¡a
EH$ Eogm AmB{S>`m Wm {OgH$s AZwnmbZm Zht `h {S>Q¡>[aq\$J Ho$ _mÜ`_ go hmo gH$Vm h¡&
H$s JB©& {S>Q>¡[aq\$J nyUV© : Xmo AmYma^yV _m_bm|
na {Q>H$m h¡: Bgo bmZo Ho$ {bE {Oå_oXma H$m¡Z h¡?
{dœ ñVa na `h AZw^d {H$`m J`m h¡ {H$ O~
boIH$ Amo[aE§Q>b B§í`moag| H§$nZr Ho$ godm{Zd¥Îm
H$^r {S>Q>¡[aq\$J AmVm h¡ Vmo ~mOma _| AñWm{`Ëd
_w»` à~§Y {ZXoeH$ h¢&
~‹T>Vm h¡ & AV: BgHo$ {bE gmdYmZrnydH© $ `moOZm

EH$ Z EH$ {XZ {S>Q¡>[aq\$J AmEJm&
`h O~ ^r AmE ~mOma H$mo Bgo J«hU
H$aZo Ho$ {bE gX¡d V¡`ma ahZm hmoJm&
EH$ ewÓ Omo{I_ nhobr gbmh EH$
Eogm AmB{S>`m Wm {OgH$s
AZwnmbZm Zht H$s JB©&

h¢& `hm± VH$ {H$ do AnZr g_ñ`mAm| H$mo ^r ì`ŠV
Zht H$a gH$Vo h¢& R>rH$ Vah go V¡`ma Zht H$s
JB© {S>Q¡>[aq\$J CZH$sg_ñ`mAm| H$mo Am¡a ^r ~‹T>m
XoJr& CÝh| _O~yV AmYma na AnZo A§S>aamBqQ>J
hmCg H$mo nwZ: I‹S>m H$aZm hmoJm& CÝh| EH$ Eogr
g§ñH¥${V V¡`ma H$aZr hmoJr Ohm± Am§V[aH$ \$moa_
Ho$ _mÜ`_ go VH$ZrH$s _m_bm| na {dMma {H$`m
OmEJm VWm Omo{I_ KQ>H$m| H$mo {Z`§{ÌV H$aZo
Ho$ {bE grIm OmEJm& O~ CZHo$ {dnUZ ~b _|
emIm à~§YH$, {S>{dOZb à~§YH$ Ed§ AnojmH¥$V

{S>Qo>[a{\$J IVaZmH$ hmo gH$Vr h¡ EH$ Eogo ~mOma _| Omo AnZo D$na AmË_{dœmg go ^am Z hmo
VWm n`m©á ~r_m boIZ H$m¡eb H$s H$_r aIVm hmo & _mÝ`Vm Or. dr. amd

Xam| _| n[adV©Z

OmJéH$Vm

·ti-:-.

,';..,~~;,-

H$b AmO Am¡a H$b

OZVm VH$ nhþM±
~r_m H$mo ~‹T>mdm XoZo Ho$ {bE gwú_ AW©ì`dñWm Ûmam nhþ±M
S>m°. g§Ord Pm Ed§ gOw Om°O© Zo AZ{^k J«mhH$m| Ho$ D$na ~r_m _| CXmarH$aU Ho$ à^md H$m
AÜ``Z {H$`m VWm J¡a OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ {bE amñVo VbmeZo H$s H$mo{ee H$s&
n[aM` A§e1: CXmarH$aU Ho$ Hw$N> dfm] _|
~r_m _| nmaX{e©Vm XoIZo H$mo {_br h¡ VWm OZVm
H$s ^r BgHo$ à{V OmJéH$Vm ~‹T>r h¡& hm§bm{H$
{dÎmr` godmAm| _| ~¢qH$J goŠQ>a, OrdZ ~r_m,
å`wMwAb \§$S> Ed§ ny§Or ~mOma Ho$ ~mX J¡a OrdZ
~r_m Ho$ à{V hr bmoJ AnZr OmJéH$Vm ì`ŠV
H$a aho h¢&
n[aM` A§e2: AmO, ñdmñW` ~r_m Ho$
VÏ` `h ~VmVo h¢ {H$ Bg àH$ma H$m ~r_m ~mOma
Á`mXm bm^Xm`H$ Zht h¡& _wÔm `h Zht h¡ {H$
ñdmñW` Á`mXm bm^ Zht Xo ahm h¡, na§Vw g§n{Îm
Ho$ _m_bo _| Q¡>[a\$ bmB©Z Á`mXm \$m`Xo_§X h¡ VWm
Bggo J¡a Q¡>[a\$ bmBZ O¡go ñdmñW` Ed§ _¡[aZ na
X~md n‹S>Vm h¡& Bggo H$s_Vm| _| H$_r AmVr h¡,
Am¡a Omo {dÎmr` boIm-OmoIm gm_Zo AmVm h¡ Cggo
`h gyMZm {_bVr h¡ {H$ ^maV _| ñdmñW` ~r_m
H$m H$moB© Img _hËd Zht h¡&
{Za§Va Am¡a H$B© ~ma AW©ì`dñWm Am¡a ~r_m
Ho$ g§~Y§ m| Ho$ ~mao _| {bIm J`m h¡, naÝVw BZ_| go
~hþV Hw$N> Am_ OZVm VH$ Zht nhþM
± gH$m h¡& `h
boI CZ à^mdm| H$m AÜ``Z H$aoJm Omo CXmarH$aU
Ho$ H$maU ~r_m goŠQ>a na n‹S>m h¡ VWm Am_ OZVm
na BgH$m Š`m à^md n‹S>m h¡& àma§{^H$ YmaUm `h
h¡ {H$ ~r_m ~mOma _| Omo{I_ H$m H$m\$s _hËd h¡
VWm J«mhH$ Omo{I_ gwajm hr IarXVm h¡& Bg YmaUm
na narjU {H$`m J`m Am¡a ~r_m {deofkm| Ho$ _Ü`
Bg Bí`y na {dMma {d_e© {H$`m J`m& hm§bm{H$
`h boI Omo{I_ Bí`y na {S>~Qo > Ho$ {bE Zht {bIm
Om ahm h¡ ~pëH$ ~r_m ~mOma H$m CXmarH$aU
{Og_| ImgH$a J¡a OrdZ ~r_m em{_b h¡ na
_hËdnyU© {~ÝXy CR>mVm h¡&
h_mam g§ n y U © bo I J¡ a OrdZ ~r_m na
AmYm[aV h¡&

h_ Bg {df` H$m AÜ``Z {ZåZ{b{IV VrZ
MaUm| _| H$a|J|&

Amdí`H$VmAm| H$m nXmZwH«$_)
2. Eogm Š`m| h¡? (pñW{VnaH$ {dûbofU)
3. Bgo {H$g àH$ma ~Xbm Om gH$Vm h¡?
(g§^m{dV gwú_ Am{W©H$ nhþ±M)

{Za§Va Am¡a H$B© ~ma AW©ì`dñWm
Am¡a ~r_m Ho$ g§~§Ym| Ho$ ~mao _|
{bIm J`m h¡, naÝVw BZ_| go ~hþV
Hw$N> Am_ OZVm VH$ Zht nhþ±M gH$m
h¡& `h boI CZ à^mdm| H$m AÜ``Z
H$aoJm Omo CXmarH$aU Ho$ H$maU ~r_m
goŠQ>a na n‹S>m h¡

{dÎmr` Amdí`H$VmAm| H$m nXmZwH$« _
CXmarH$aU Ho$ {nN>bo dfm] _| ~r_m goŠQ>a
H$m\$s nmaXeu hþAm h¡ VWm Am_ OZVm ^r BgHo$
à{V AnZr OmJéH$Vm {XIm ahr h¡& hm§bm{H$
{dÎmr` godmAm| _| ~¢qH$J goŠQ>a, OrdZ ~r_m,
å`wMwAb \§$S>S>, eo`a _mH}$Q> BË`m{X Ho$ ~mX J¡a
OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ à{V Ho$ à{V hr bmoJ AnZr
OmJéH$Vm {XIm aho h¢&

1. ^maVr` J«mhH$m| H$s àmW{_H$Vm gyMr _| J¡a
OrdZ ~r_m H$m ñWmZ Š`m h¡? ({dÎmr`

{dÎmr` CËnmXm| Ho$ {bE _mgbmo H$m nXmZwH«$_
{ZåZ àH$ma ì`ŠV H$a gH$Vo h¢: `h àW_ MmQ©>
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~r_m nmR>embm

EH$ ^maVr` H$s {dÎmr` Amaí`H$VmAm| H$mo
àX{e©V H$aVm h¡ VWm CgHo$ Am{W©H$ {dH$mg H$mo
nm±M MaUm| _| {d^m{OV H$aVm h¡& _mÌ Or{dH$m
`m ^aU-nmofU Ho$ MaU _| EH$ ì`pŠV H$s
àmW{_H$Vm Ho$db qOXm ahZo Ho$ {bE ^moOZ H$s
ì`dñWm hmoVr h¡& {dÎmr` CËnmXm| go Cgo H$moB©
gamoH$ma Zht hmoVm h¡&

1

2
~

Fl

~~~

O~ ì`pŠV Xygao MaU _| àdoe H$aVm h¡ Vmo
Hw$N> AmYma^yV {dÎmr` CËnmX O¡go ~MV ImVm,
gmd{Y O_m ImVm Am¡a N>moQo> F$U H$s gw{dYm
àmá H$aZm MmhVm h¡& Vrgao MaU _| nhþ±MVo hr
ZB© {dÎmr` Amdí`H$Vm`| _hgyg hmoZo bJVr h¡&
A{YH$Va J«mhH$ Bgr goJ_|Q> go AmVo h¢& Ka,
{ejm, OrdZ ~r_m Ed§ H«o${S>Q> H$mS©> Ho$ gmW
gmW J¡a OrdZ ~r_m ^r CgH$s àmW{_H$Vm H$s
gyMr _| AmVm h¡& O¡go hr J«mhH$ Cƒ Am` dJ© _|
nhþ±MVm h¡ CgH$s Omo{I_ CR>mZo H$s j_Vm _|
d¥{Ó hmo OmVr h¡ VWm dh BpŠdQ>r \§$S> Ed§ ñQ>m°H$
~mOma H$s Va\$ AnZm PwH$md àX{e©V H$aVm h¡&
gmW hr dh g§n{Îm H$m {Z_m©U ^r H$aVm h¡&
gwg§nÝZ dJ© dh h¡ Ohm± IMm] H$mo àmW{_H$Vm
Xr OmVr h¡ O¡go Šb~ gXñ`Vm, Nw>{Å>`m± _ZmZo
{dXoe OmZm, OwAm IobZm, BË`m{X&
CnamoŠV MmQ©> go `h {ZîH$f© {ZH$bH$a gm_Zo
AmVm h¡ {H$ J¡a OrdZ ~r_m H$m ^maVr` ~mOma
_| Á`mXm _m±J Zht h¡& bmoJm| H$s àmW{_H$Vm _|
nhbr Amaí`H$Vr ñd`§ H$s gwajm Ed§ AnZr
g§n{Îm H$s gwajm hmoZr Mm{hE Vm{H$ dh AnZr
qOXJr nwZ: Cg ñVa go àma§^ H$a gHo$ Ohm± go
CgZo IË_ {H$`m Wm Z {H$ dh ñVa Ohm± go CgZo
ewé {H$`m Wm& Eogo _| OrdZ ~r_m, XwK©Q>Zm ~r_m,
ñdmñW` ~r_m, Ap½Z ~r_m Ed§ _moQ>a ~r_m H$s
Cn`mo{JVm ~‹T> OmVr h¡&
àmW{_H$Vm _| ZrMm ñWmZ
Š`m| AmO VH$ ^maVr` Cn^moŠVm Ho$ {bE
J¡a OrdZ ~r_m àmW{_H$Vm gyMr _| ZrMm ñWmZ
aIVm h¡?
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MmQ© >2: AZw_m{ZV Omo{I_ ~Zm_ H$s_V
CnamoŠV MmQ©> _| ~r_m Ho$ {d{^ÝZ CËnmXm|
H$mo àX{e©V {H$`m J`m h¡ Wm ~mOma _| CZH$s
pñW{V H$m {MÌU {H$`m J`m h¡& hm§bm{H$ `h
MmQ©> {g\©$ CXmhaU ñdén ~Zm`m J`m h¡ na Bggo

H$aZo dmbr {dH$U© aoIm Bgo Xmo joÌm| _| {d^m{OV
H$aVr h¡&
nhbm ^mJ CZ CËnmXm| H$mo àX{e©V H$aVm
h¡ Omo ~mOma H$mo H$m\$s à^m{dV H$aVo h¢& `hm±
Ü`mZ aIZo `mo½` ~mV `h h¡ {H$ H$s_Vm| H$mo
_oÝQo>Z aIm OmE& _moQ>a dmhZ ~r_m Bg ^mJ _|
hr AmVm h¡&

AW©ì`dñWm H$m EH$ _yb {gÓm§V `h
h¡ {H$ H$moB© ^r ì`dhma {H$gr H$s_V na
Xygam ^mJ CZ CËnmXm| H$mo ~VmVm h¡ {OgH$s
hmoVm h¡& CXmadmX Ho$ H$mb go hr
J«mhH$m| H$mo Amdí`H$Vm hmoVr h¡ na BZH$s Cƒ
à{V`mo{JVm H$m\$s ~‹T>r h¡ na H$s_V H$s_Vm| Ho$ H$maU `o CËnmX ~mOma _| AnZm
BVZm à^md Zht {XIm nm aho h¢& Ap½Z ~r_m
AnZo ñVa VH$ Zht nhþ±M nmB© h¡
Bgr ^mJ _| AmVm h¡&
~mOma H$s pñW{V H$mo AÀN>r Vah g_Pm Om
gH$Vm h¡&
Bg MmQ©> _| CnbãY CËnmXm| H$mo Mma ^mJm| _|
Xem©`m J`m h¡ VWm MmQ©> H$mo ~rM _| go {d^m{OV

Vrgao ^mJ _| do CËnmX AmVo h¢ Omo ~mOma _|
H$m\$s CnbpãY àmá H$a gH$Vo h¢, `{X CZH$s
Va\$ {deof Ü`mZ {X`m OmE& Bggo ~mOma H$mo ^r
H$m\$s _XX {_b gH$Vr h¡& ñdmñW`, _¡[aZ Ed§
ì`pŠVJV XwKQ© >Zm ~r_m Bgr ^mJ _| AmVo h¢&

~r_m nmR>embm

Mm¡Wo ^mJ _| do CËnmX h¢ {OZH$s ~mOma _|
Amdí`H$Vm H$m\$s H$_ h¡& ^{dî` _| `{X BZ
CËnmXm| H$m {dH$mg hmoJm Vmo `o {g\©$ OZVm H$s Omo{I_
Ho$ à{V gmoM _| ~Xbmd Ho$ H$maU hr hmo gH$Vm h¡&
Xo`Vm ~r_m Bg ^mJ Ho$ A§VJ©V AmVm h¡&

~
~

(ffiffi~lflgqlf~)

g§^m{dV gwú_ Am{W©H$ nhþ±M
J«mhH$m| H$s àmW{_H$Vm Ed§ CZH$s {dûbofU
Ho$ H$maUm| H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE h_ Xmo g§^m{dV
gwú_ Am{W©H$ nhþM
± VH$ nhþM
± o h¢ VWm `o {ZåZ h¡1. ì`mdhm[aH$ H$s_V {~ÝXy na C{MV CËnmX
AW©ì`dñWm H$m EH$ _yb {gÓm§V `h h¡ {H$
H$moB© ^r ì`dhma {H$gr H$s_V na hmoVm h¡&
CXmadmX Ho$ H$mb go hr à{V`mo{JVm H$m\$s ~‹T>r
h¡ na H$s_V AnZo ñVa VH$ Zht nhþ±M nmB© h¡
Am¡a BgH$m_w»` H$maU h¡ Q¡>[aq\$J H$s {Za§VaVm&
EH$ _wŠV ~mOma _| CËnmX H$s pñW{V H$mo {ZåZ

--------

-~

q;i:r

q;i:r

MmQ©> H$s _XX go g_Pm Om gH$Vm h¡-

_| {Q>H$ gH|$J|&

MmQ©> 3 `h àX{e©V H$aVm h¡ {H$ CËnmXm| na
à{V`mo{JVm H$m Š`m à^md n‹S>Vm h¡& _wŠV ~mOma
H$s n[aH$ënZm H$aZo na Hw$N> CËnmXm| O¡go Ap½Z
Ho$ àr{_`_ H$s Xa H$m {ZYm©aU H$aZo _| ghþ{b`V
hmoJr VWm Bggo ~r_m CËnmX b§~o g_` VH$ ~mOma

2. OmJéH$Vm n¡Xm H$aZo _| {Zdoe
g§MmbZ ñVa na `h {ddmX {N>‹S>m hþAm h¡
{H$ Š`m bmoJ ~r_m _| Omo ny±Or {Zdoe H$aVo h¢ do
{dnUZ `m ~«m§qS>J Ho$ \$bñdén Eogm H$aVo h¢ `m
{\$a {demb EO|gr \$mog© H$s ñWmnZm Ed§ A{YH$
H$m`m©b` IwbZo go Eogm hþAm h¡& OrdZ ~r_m Ho$
~mao _| H$hm Om gH$Vm h¡ {H$ dmñV{dH$ pñW{V
BZ XmoZm| VÏ`m| Ho$ _Ü` _| h¡&

~ W 1'1 itt{Ui
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Bg àH$ma H$s OmJéH$Vm Ho$ H$maH$m| H$mo {ZåZ
MmQ©> 4 go g_Pm Om gH$Vm h¡-

E

MmQ©> 4 {d{^ÝZ _mÜ`_m| Ho$ _Ü` EH$ A§Va
àñVwV H$aVm h¡ Omo ~r_m Ho$ {dnUZ _| AnZm
à_wI `moJXmZ H$aVo h¢&
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Ed§ M¡Zb à~§YZ) h¢& gOw Om°O© am°`b gwÝXa_
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Fighting Fraud – R.C.Sharma
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Departmentwise cessions, acceptances and retentions
for the year ending March 31, 2002
Behind the Life Insurance Policy – V.Sesha Ayyar
The nuts and bolts view from an actuary of how an
insurance policy is put together and how it works
Fixing Mediclaim - Aloke Gupta
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Brass Tacks – R. Anand
On reserving for unexpired risks in general insurance
Issue Focus – Detariffing
Fear of Freedom - Do We Want Detariffing?
A survey of general insurance company CEOs
Tariffs: Riding the Tiger – S.V.Mony
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detariffing take place
How India Shapes Up – Arup Chatterjee
How IAIS recommended regulations stack up for
India and what path we should take
March 2003 (Volume 1, No:4)
Neglected Resource - K. Nitya Kalyani
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus:
On the position of the Appointed Actuary in
general insurance
TPAs’ Revenues
Income recognition norms for TPAs
Data for Health Insurance
Report on a meeting on data for health insurance
Motor Workshop!
Report on a National Workshop on Data Collection and
Research in Motor Insurance
In the Air – Referral Fees
Circular on referral fees to banks
Statistics – Life Insurance
New business done April-December 2002
Insurance and the Actuary – V. Sesha Ayyar
The nuts and bolts view from an actuary of how an
insurance policy is put together and how it works.
Part II of article that appeared in February 2003 issue
Why I Must be Educated – R.C. Sharma
On the choices before the insurance customer and how
he requires help to wade through them
In Memoriam
A tribute to Mr. C. S. Rao who, as Joint SecretaryInsurance in the Finance Ministry, steered the course
of insurance liberalisation
Tariffs & Liberalisation - K.K. Srinivasan
Pondering the course detariffing should take
and the outcomes Issue Focus: Intermediaries
and their Training
Growing up! – K. Nitya Kalyani
With the introduction of new intermediaries and
the broadbasing the industry its time for an all-round
improvement in training and education.
What Brokers Are – G.V. Rao
On the role and capabilities that an insurance broker
brings to the market.
Training Life Agents To Serve – Apparao Machiraju
On the need for an insurance agent to be an advisor
and to be trained for it
TPA Training:For whom? – Nimish R. Parekh
Introducing the TPA and the need for training for
them and about them!
Eleven Desired Habits of Highly Effective Surveyors
– G. Venkata Ramana
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A checklist for a good surveyor
Statistics – Non-Life Insurance
New business done April-December 2002
Brass Tacks – R. Anand
The recommendations of the Kelkar Committee on
direct taxes, the forthcoming budget and their possible
impact on general insurance
April 2003 Volume 1, No:5
Getting The Price Right - Venkatesh S. Mysore
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: On paying
the right commission for developing the life insurance
market and the marketer!
Institutes for Motor Data, Road Safety
A report on the submission of the Report on the Committee
on Motor Data and Road Safety set up by the IRDA
IRDA Warns Brokers Against Rebating
Guidelines Investing In Mutual Funds
No Brokers for Government, PSUs
IRDA circulars
Statistics - Life Insurance
New business done April 2002 – February 2003
How the Ombudsman Works - Samiran Bhattacharya
An outline of the procedures followed by the dispute
redressals office
Ageing Society : Whose Baby? - R.C.Sharma
On the dire need for developing the pensions market
Train the Trainers First! - Vijay Vora
Beyond The 100 Hours! - Rohit Grover and Ashita K.
Follow throughs on the previous month’s theme of
training for intermediaries
Data Management and Detariffing - Anup K. Mathur
On the criticality of datamining and management to
prepare for the detariffing ahead
Issue Focus: The Actuary in India
Introducing the Actuary – K. Subrahmanyam
About the profession and its place in India
The Actuary in India - K. P. Sarma
Where the profession is in India and where it
should be going
Life Breath - S.P. Subhedar
The role of the Appointed Actuary in Life Insurance
Long Way to Go - Arpan N. Thanawala
The role of the Appointed Actuary in General Insurance
Many Roads to Health Insurance – G. V. Rao
A contrarian view on how to develop Health insurance
Statistics - Non-Life Insurance
New business done April 2002 – February 2003
Brass Tacks - R. Anand
The recent budget and the single premium policy
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Reporting for ‘Value’ Ashvin Parekh
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus:
On corporate governance needs for an insurance industry
Tracking Investments
Insurers should file quarterly reconciliation statements
says IRDA
IIRM Starts
IRDA promoted Institute for Insurance and
Risk Management commences functioning
Statistics - Life Insurance
New business done Financial Year 2002-03
A Matter of Concern - R. Desikan
On the service providers’ lack of genuine concern for
the insureds
For Informed Decisions - R.C.Sharma
Disclosure and adherence to code of conduct by
insurers help insureds
Public Grievances
Statistics of grievances handled by the IRDA
Public Grievances Cell
Data Management and Detariffing - Anup K. Mathur
Part II of article carried in April 2003 issue
TPAs and the Regulator - G.P. Sureka
What TPAs can do for the Indian market and the
regulatory safeguards required
Issue Focus: Remuneration to Intermediaries
How much is too much? - K. Nitya Kalyani
What is fair remuneration for an intermediary and
what value does he add to the process of insurance
selling or service?
Rightsizing the Price - Apparao Machiraju
The agents’ compensation system and its effect on
the welfare of the insured and the agent
Management Over Marketing - G.V.Rao
Intermediary remuneration in General Insurance
in the context of overall management costs
Dealing with Disaster
A report on the Disaster Management Information
System built by the Jawaharlal Nehru Technical
University, Hyderabad
Funding Nature’s Fury
A report on World Bank’s plan to catalyse the
creation of financial protection systems in the case
of quick onset natural disasters
Statistics - Non-Life Insurance
New business done Financial Year 2002-03
Brass Tacks - R. Anand
Service tax riddles posed by the recent budget
June 2003 Volume 1, No:7
The Rose is Beginning to Bloom!
In this farewell interview to K. Nitya Kalyani,
Mr. N. Rangachary, Chairman, IRDA recapitulates the
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growth path of the industry under the supervision
of the IRDA.
Ranga – The Phenomenon – Vinod Sahgal
Observations on experiences with Mr. N. Rangachary from afar….
Working with a Visionary – K. Subrahmanyam
….and from near
Rules for the Road
A report on the Justice T. N.C. Rangarajan committee
report on detariffing Motor own damage (OD) premiums
and extracts from the report.
Detariffing – the Way Ahead – K.N. Bhandari
The path to detariffing and how to tread it
At Our Own Pace – K.Nitya Kalyani
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: On
information technology use in the insurance industry
Revision in Surveyor Limits
IRDA circular on revision in limits to work allotted
to surveyors
Research to Save Lives
A report on IRDA setting up an institute on road
safety and for research on motor accident data
What Regulations Say... Protecting Policyholders – K. Nitya Kalyani
A look at the Protection of Policyholders’ Interests
Regulation, 2002
Handling a Difficult Claimant – C.P. Udayachandran
On dealing with difficult customers and why fraudulent
claimants are not usually the difficult ones!
Statistics – Life Insurance
New business done April 2003
Issue Focus: Corporate Governance in insurance companies
Running it Well – K. Nitya Kalyani
An overview of the need and scope of corporate
governance in the insurance industry
Codes for the Aspiring - Ashvin Parekh
On the nitty gritty of corporate governance in the
insurance industry
Accountable Boards – G.V. Rao
The way forward for general insurers for performance
accountability of an enterprise
Make Me a Plan – K. Ragunathan
On the need for security for the security transfer industry!
Statistics – Non-Life Insurance
New business done April 2003
Brass Tacks – R. Anand
On Directors and Independence and general
insurance companies
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“Quite Satisfied” - R.C. Sharma
A farewell piece on the retirement of IRDA’s
Member-Non-Life
Introducing……
A profile of Mr. C.S. Rao, the new Chairman, IRDA
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Road Map to Detariffing
IRDA sets up a committee to recommend the right way
to detariff the Motor own damage business under the
chairmanship of Mr. S. V. Mony
“Less often human than not...” – B. Raghavan
Most Admired – Arup Chatterjee
Farewells to Mr. N. Rangachary, retired Chairman,
IRDA from colleagues
Happily Ever After? – S. Bhattacharya
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus:
Will bancassurance work in India?
Consumer has Recourse
A clarification that a consumer can approach the
consumer and civil courts after he has exhausted the
Ombudsman route
Know Thyself!
Reports on the medical informatics and motor
accident data initiatives of IRDA
Reviewing the Report – K.N. Bhandari
Comments on the Justice Rangarajan Committee
report on detariffing Motor own damage premiums
Liable or Not? – D. Varadarajan
On some issues in establishing liability in motor
accident cases Issue Focus: IT in insurance
Marketology - Apparao Machiraju
Technology need not be impersonal. Its
combination with trained manpower can do wonders!
Mapping the Nervous System – Anup K. Mathur
IT for lightning quick responses in the insurance industry!
Strengthening the Backbone – Rumeer Shah
IT for managing customer relationships in the
insurance industry
Performance Guarantees – Ritesh Kumar
A business opportunity for Non-Life insurers
Statistics – Non-Life Insurance
New business done May 2003
Brass Tacks – R. Anand
An appeal to align insurance regulations to accounting
standards issued by the ICAI
Statistics – Life Insurance
New business done May 2003
August 2003 Volume 1, No:9
Not So Other Income!
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: How investment
income is the real income of insurance companies
Motor Loading
Tariff Advisory Committee (TAC) guidelines for loading
Motor third party liability (TP) premiums
Awareness in the Air!
On IRDA’s awareness programmes on All India Radio
and Prasar Bharati, and in the regional
language newspapers
A ‘To-do’ List - An Agenda for the Regulator - G.V. Rao
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An agenda!
Statistics – Life Insurance
New business done up to June 2003
Unhealthy Competition – G.P.Sureka
A follow through on unremunerative business being
written in Health insurance
A Fee for the Finder! – Nirmala Ayyar
On segregating the life insurance agent by the depth
of the role he plays
Clogging the Wheels of Justice – H.K.Awasthi
Consumer courts deplore delaying tactics
by insurance companies
Not for Free-Riders... – D.Varadarajan
Part II of the article carried in the July 2003 issue
on some issues in establishing liability in motor
accident cases
Issue Focus - Bancassurance
Fast Track for Insurance – K. Nitya Kalyani
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: We have a
huge bank network and we want a massive spread of
insurance – will bancassurance prove to be a fast track?
What makes Bancassurance Happen – Rumeer Shah
Tracing the history and dynamics of bancassurance
in the West
Blueprint for Success - R. Krishnamurthy
The CEO of the life insurance company promoted by
the largest bank in India writes about bringing
bancassurance to India
Many Roads to Bancassurance... – Sudarshan Malpani
Institutional selling of insurance can take place through
banks and also through the Internet, through ATMs and
other channels
A Distribution Odyssey – Apparao Machiraju
On the competitive advantages banks have in selling
life insurance and their shortcomings
Don’t Discount the Rebate - Dr. Sanjeev Jha
A discussion on rebating of premiums to guess which
will win out - regulation or market forces at play
determining the cost of a service
Statistics – Non-Life Insurance
New business done up to June 2003
Brass Tacks – R. Anand
On how insurance companies can set off Service Tax
they pay against what they have to pay
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Covering the Countryside – R. V. Rajan
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: Insurance
and the rural markets need each other. The ways and
means to get there.
TAC Databasing Declined Lives - T.R.A.Krishnan
TAC’s initiative to create a database of declined lives
for use by the entire life insurance industry
Pay for Delay - H.K.Awasthi
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Ignorance of the Law? - H.K.Awasthi
Consumer court awards and an analysis
Creating National Data Warehouses
National Health Data – Riding on IT - Dr. Neol Coutinho
A Systematic Study of Road Accidents - H.M.Walia
Suggestions on creating health and motor databases
for use by the insurance industry
Statistics - Life Insurance
New business done up to July 2003
Statistics - Investments
Sectoral investments of non-life insurers in 2002-03
Issue Focus: Investments
How a Life Insurer Invests- P.A.Balasubramanian
Objectives and methodology of a long term investor
Investments:The Double Edged Sword - Rumeer Shah
Investing for value in increasing market competition,
changing capital market conditions and regulatory
environments
Back to Basics - M.S.Sreedhar
How an insurer supports the core insurance business
and maximises investment returns
The Journey - Shivakumar Belavadi
Working towards the Chartered Insurer qualification!
Statistics - Non-Life Insurance
New business done up to July 2003
Revenue Recognition Riddles - P.S.Prabhakar
On some regulatory and accounting puzzles in revenue
recognition in general insurance
October 2003 Volume 1, No:11
Catching the Star - K. Nitya Kalyani
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: On advertising in the
insurance industry
Welcome!
Mr. T. K. Banerjee joins IRDA as Member-Life
Self Discipline
Life insurers agree on a code of conduct
Broking Committee in listening mode
IRDA appointed committee on Brokers’ remuneration,
under the chairmanship of Mr. A. C. Mukherjee, holds
hearings of industry stakeholders
Statistics - Life Insurance
New business done up to August 2003
Quarter One, 2003
Doctor’s Duty of ‘Care’- H.K.Awasthi
How Much? - Sanket Kawatkar & Heerak Basu
Valuation of Indian Life Insurance Companies
Taking it Forward - D. Gowri Jayaraman
A look at the Justice Rangarajan Committee report
on detariffing Motor own damage (OD) premium
Issue Focus: Rural Insurance
A Specialised Approach - Apparao Machiraju
Selling life insurance in rural areas will be enriched
with the development of a suitable approach
How Big is the Rural Market? - G.V.Rao
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Taking a leaf out of some giant rural marketing
companies in India, insurance companies too ought to be
able to target the rural markets to mutual benefit
How We Do It - R. Krishnamurthy
How the life insurer backed by the largest bank in
India uses its network and the regional rural banks
sponsored by it to reach out to rural India
Remembering Remaindered Risk - P.S.Prabhakar
On Unexpired Risks Reserve and Premium
Deficiency Reserve…
Statistics - Non-Life Insurance
New business done up to August 2003
Professional Skills and Half-life – Anasuya Chaudhuri-Ghosh
The life underwriter as marketer
November 2003 Volume 1, No:12
Taking Stock - K. Nitya Kalyani
A curtain raiser to the next issue’s focus: A report
card of the insurance industry three years into its
broadbasing
‘Profitability to Remain Under Pressure
ICRA’s Rating Report on Public Sector General
Insurance Companies
Driving into a Detariff Zone - Lalitha Ravindran
The importance of detariffing and of data as a
means to that end
Statistics - Life Insurance
New business done up to September 2003
Statistics - Investments
Sectoral investments of life insurers in 2002-03
Issue Focus: Talking Insurance
Insuring Insurance Advertisements - Rashmi Abichandani
What the regulations say about insurance companies and
advertising, and why
My Friend, the Insurance Agent - Ramanujam Sridhar
On the long journey ahead in branding in the
insurance industry
Building a Brand - Saugata Gupta
ICICI Prudential’s experience in building a new
life insurance brand
LIC’s Advertising Odyssey - H.Narayanan
LIC’s long journey in creating and maintaining its
brand image as a life insurer
Differentiate or Die - R. Sridhar
With the product being little understood and hence
undifferentiated in the mind of the customer, insurance companies
have to go the extra mile to make themselves look unique
Estimates, Valuations and Provisions - P.S.Prabhakar
The soft aspects of writing general insurance company accounts
Statistics - Non-Life Insurance
New business done up to September 2003
IT – Ask ‘Why?’ First - G.V. Rao
A follow through to an earlier issue’s focus on IT: An argument that
the business process comes first and IT only carries out its objectives.
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STATISTICS - NON-LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card:GENERAL
Non-Life Industry Ends Fiscal with 13% growth
G. V. Rao
Performance in March 2005
The last month of the fiscal 2004-05
has turned out to be quite disappointing
for the non-life industry. The overall
premium accretion for March 2005 is
just Rs. 120 crore (7.2 per cent growth),
with the four established players
contributing hardly Rs. 17 crore (1.23
per cent growth) to it. The new players
have done well with a growth of 42 per
cent, but not exceptionally so, as in the
past months. With March 2005 having
more than 10 per cent of the annual
premium, it cannot be regarded as a lean
month either.
Established players
National Insurance, among all the
players, has recorded the highest
monthly accretion of Rs. 70 crore (21.5
per cent); while New India has recorded
a substantial drop of Rs. 61 crore (-11.3

per cent), the only insurer to have done
so. United India has managed to retain
its monthly renewals. Oriental has
maintained its usual modest growth. It
is for the first time in the year that the
growth rate of the established players
has been as low as 1.23 per cent. The
performance of New India has pulled
them down.
New players
Bajaj Allianz and IFFCO-Tokio have
recorded Rs. 30 crore accretion each,
halting the accretion blitz of ICICI
Lombard to Rs. 13 crore in the month.
Tata AIG and Royal Sundaram have
recorded Rs. 10 crore accretion each.
The new players have turned in an
overall accretion of Rs. 98 crore (42.6 per
cent growth). The four established
players have contributed just Rs. 17

crore (1.23 per cent); ECGC has shown
an accretion of Rs. five crore (9.6 per cent).
What has caused the dramatic turn
of events that reduced the monthly
growth to just 7.2 per cent? The uneven
performance of the four established
players defies any explanation of what
roadblocks each has hit to turn out a
performance that is so unexpected.
What did the distribution channels do
in March to widen the market? Or was
it just a battle for claiming shares of
the organised market?
Premium performance in 2004-05
The non-life industry has completed
a provisional premium of Rs. 18,094
crore in 2004-05 (12.8 per cent growth)
as against Rs. 16,037 crore in 2003-04
(12.3 per cent growth) and Rs. 14,281
crore in 2002-03.

GROSS DIRECT PREMIUM (within India) MARCH, 2005
(Rs.in lakhs)

INSURER

PREMIUM 2003-04
FOR
UPTO
MAR ’04
MAR ’04

MARKET SHARE
UPTO
MAR, 2005

MARKET SHARE
UPTO
MAR, 2004

GROWTH %
YEAR ON
YEAR

Royal Sundaram

3,846.00

33,150.00

2,899.00

25,802.00

1.83

1.61

28.48

Tata AIG

3,934.93

46,886.82

2,881.86

35,331.92

2.59

2.20

32.70

798.32

16,167.96

694.66

16,105.56

0.89

1.00

0.39

IFFCO-Tokio

6,603.75

50,738.69

3,610.12

29,563.76

2.80

1.84

71.62

ICICI Lombard

6,289.18

88,516.71

5,044.05

50,672.18

4.89

3.16

74.69

Bajaj Allianz

8,063.66

85,275.43

5,003.43

47,630.86

4.71

2.97

79.03

HDFC Chubb

1,931.22

17,777.88

1,617.72

11,166.78

0.98

0.70

59.20

Cholamandalam

1,486.51

17,010.66

1,364.87

9,668.31

0.94

0.60

75.94

New India

48,109.00

4,20,703.00

54,216.00

4,04,569.00

23.25

25.23

3.99

National

39,614.98

3,82,498.16

32,568.00

3,41,700.00

21.14

21.31

11.94

United India

26,538.00

2,95,183.00

26,592.00

3,03,805.57

16.31

18.94

-2.84

Oriental

25,603.00

3,03,823.00

24,891.00

2,83,211.00

16.79

17.66

7.28

5,681.94

51,794.50

5,170.70

44,512.90

2.86

2.78

16.36

1,78,500.49 18,09,525.80 1,66,553.41 16,03,739.84

100.00

100.00

12.83

Reliance General

ECGC
TOTAL
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The established players have
completed a premium Rs. 14,022 crore
in 2004-05 (5.2 per cent growth) as
against Rs. 13,333 crore in 2003-04 (6.2
per cent growth) and Rs. 12,556 crore in
2002-03. The new players have
completed Rs. 3,555 crore in 2004-05
(57 per cent growth) as against Rs. 2,259
crore in 2003-04 (67 per cent growth) and
Rs. 1.351 crore in 2002-03.
ECGC has done Rs. 568 crore up from
Rs. 374 crore in 2002-03. Among the
new players, both ICICI and Bajaj are
not allowing the gap between them to
grow wider. The gap of Rs. 32 crore
between them remains the same as in
the previous year. They are poised to
cross Rs. 1,000 crore in 2005-06. IFFCO
has ensured its third rank crossing
Rs. 500 crore mark and widening the
lead between it and Tata.
Accretion analysis for 2004-05
The overall premium accretion
during 2004-05 is Rs. 2,058 crore (12.8
per cent growth). In the previous fiscal
2003-04 the accretion was Rs. 1,756
crore (12.3 per cent growth). The current
year ended has shown a small increase
of 0.5 per cent growth—Rs. 302 crore over
last year. Quite a few players have shown
their premium completion for 2003-04
in slightly different numbers than the
published figured for last year.
To the accretion of Rs. 2,058 cr, the
new players have contributed Rs. 1,296
crore (57 per cent growth as against Rs.
908 crore last year (67 per cent growth).
The four established players have
contributed Rs. 689 crore (5.2 per cent
growth) as against Rs. 777 crore last year
(6.2 growth). ECGC has recorded an
accretion of Rs. 123 crore as against Rs.
71 crore last year. Established players’
growth in quantum is shrinking in
contrast to the quantum increases of
new players.
The market strategies of the new
players have proved to be far more
effective to provide tough competition to
the experience, expertise, infrastructure
and customer intimacy built up over
years by the established players. With
the established players consistently
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losing market share in Fire, Marine and
Engineering portfolios, they have come
to rely on Motor, Health, PA and
Liability portfolios as growth portfolios.
To the accretion of Rs. 689 crore
achieved by the established players,
National Insurance has contributed
Rs. 408 crore, followed by Oriental with
Rs. 276 crore, New India with Rs. 161
crore. United India remains the sole
insurer registering a fall of Rs. 87 crore
among the whole team.
Market shares
The new players have achieved a
market share of 20 per cent against all
odds and expectations. In each financial
year they have been improving their
market share by five per cent. One hopes
that the March monthly performance by
the established players is an aberration
and not a trend towards losing market
share further.
Having lost market momentum, it
is more difficult for the established
players to retrieve the situation. It is
not the loss of premium as much as the
erosion of their market image in the
eyes of the corporate and retail
customers that should cause them real
worry. When the existing market has
become tough, they should aim to create
new
markets.
That
requires
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imagination, a pioneering spirit and
customer dedication. They have the
wherewithal for it.
As yet, the new captains of the
established players have not articulated
any new plans they have to regain
customer confidence and trust in them
to recover lost profitable business and
for market expansion. Market
orientation and strategies need an
overhaul.
If it is only the driver of the
vehicle that has been changed, and
there is no intention to change the
gears of the engine, the vehicle that
has been traversing on the hilly terrain
is sure to splutter and will eventually
find it difficult to carry the load.
One does hope that gears too will be
changed in 2005-06 to make the engine
work at its optimum efficiency to
negotiate the ups and ups. 2005-06
surely is a more challenging year ahead
for all the players.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Ltd.
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INSURANCE
SECTOR HITS
HIGH-GROWTH
PATH
The Indian insurance industry
has grown 83 per cent since
the opening up of the sector, and
the public sector players have not
suffered due to the entry of private
sector players, Mr. C. S. Rao,
Chairman, IRDA has been
quoted
saying.
Insurance
premium income has risen to Rs.
82,415 crore in 2003-04, against
Rs. 45,000 crore in 2000-01, it has
been reported.
Mr. Rao, speaking at a one-day
seminar on ‘Growth of Insurance
Industry in India’ organised by the
Indian Merchants’ Chamber
(IMC) in Mumbai, said he expects
premium income in the life
insurance sector to grow 15 to 16
per cent and non-life insurance
premium by 14 per cent in 200506, thanks to healthy demand from
the manufacturing sector.
The Health and Personal
line segments are projected
to witness maximum growth
during the current financial year.
The former is likely to grow by
10-15 per cent.
If the cap on foreign direct
investment is increased to
49 per cent from the current
26 per cent, as has been recently
announced, a greater number
of players are likely to enter
the market. This, again, would
not threaten the public sector
players, said Mr. Rao.
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ICRA Downgrades National Insurance’s
Claim Paying Ability
Credit rating agency ICRA has
downgraded Kolkata-based stateowned insurance firm, the National
Insurance Company’s high claim
paying ability, from ‘IAAA’ to ‘IAA+’,
it has been reported. The downgrade
reflects the sharp decline in the
company’s profitability and its
concern on the qualifications made by
the auditors of the company with
regard to the valuation of its
liabilities towards its policyholders,
according to ICRA.
With the operating environment
becoming increasingly competitive,
the profitability of the company could
come under further pressure unless
steps are taken to enhance the
underwriting practices, prune costs
and improve claim management and
service standards, according to ICRA.
However, the rating company is
confident that National Insurance’s
strong national franchise and
presence, its access to a strong and
liquid investment portfolio and its
healthy capitalisation levels will help
its claims paying abilities.

National Insurance, similar to its
public sector peers, has operated in
an oligopolistic environment until the
deregulation of the sector, ICRA has
been reported as saying. However, over
the past few years, growing
competitive pressures have started
affecting the company’s market
position, particularly in more
profitable businesses like Fire and
Engineering, which are being
aggressively targeted by the private
sector incumbents.
National Insurance has projected
good growth in 2003-04 driven by its
focus on the Motor business (it tied up
with Maruti Udyog Ltd. for insuring 75
per cent of all new vehicles sold by
Maruti in 2003-04). Despite the
improvement in the claim ratio on the
Motor portfolio, aided by the favourable
claim experience on the Maruti
business, the overall net claim ratio of
the company showed a sharp increase
from insurance portfolio where the claim
ratio increased from 94 per cent to 98
per cent and also on account of the
substantial losses booked by it on
certain liability policies underwritten
by it, said ICRA.

EPF ALLOWED TO INVEST 5% IN STOCKS
The Government has given clearance
to the Employees’ Provident Fund
(EPF) to invest up to five per cent
of its equity in stocks, it has been
reported. Last month, the EPF board
of trustees had decided not to take
risks and invest up to five per cent of
its portfolio in the stock market, as
recommended by the Government in
January. Non-government pension
funds have assets of about Rs. 1.3
trillion and the Government expects

nearly Rs. 20,000 crore to flow into the
stock market.
The EPF fund has nearly
85 per cent of its Rs. 1.28 trillion
corpus invested in the Special Deposit
Scheme run by the State Bank of India,
which offers just 8 per cent annual
interest. This has created a mismatch
in the pension fund’s earning and
revenues, since it gives a better rate to
its depositors.
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India Ranks High in Terrorism Risk: Survey
India, along with Pakistan, Israel and the Palestinian
territories, Saudi Arabia and Colombia, faces severe
terrorism risk, according to a survey by insurance broker
Aon. The crown, however, goes to Iraq, while Nepal and
Somalia have been ‘upgraded’ to the ‘worst’ category since
the 2004 survey.

Aon’s map, published for the second year running,
divides the world into five categories of risk - low,
guarded, elevated, high and severe. Since last year, Iraq
has shot from fifth to first place in the rankings, with
2,922 terror incidents recorded in the 12 months to
February 2005.

Danger has risen in 31 nations, many of them in
Western Europe. Former hot spots East Timor and
Western Sahara were among just five places where risk
levels went down in 2004. In richer nations, despite a
lack of recent terror attacks, the threat has not gone
away, the survey warns.

The UK, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Australia, Egypt and Ivory Coast have been moved from
“guarded” to “elevated”. Other European nations,
including the Czech Republic and Denmark, have also
moved up a grade and now face a “guarded” level of risk.

“Increased extremist activity” by Islamist groups
and anti-Western sentiment against countries that
supported the US-led coalition in Iraq are the main
reason for the higher risk levels, Aon says.
However, a handful of countries have become safer.
Cyprus has fallen from “high” to “elevated,” because
its proximity to the Middle East has encouraged tighter
counter-terrorism measures. East Timor, Burkina Faso
and the Central African Republic have all gone from
“guarded” to “low”, while Western Sahara has declined
to “guarded.”

Women Prove
Million-dollar Agents
for Insurers

MUTUAL FUND AGENTS
FIND INSURANCE PASTURE
GREENER

PSU Insurers add
Rs. 3,000 crore to
Tax Kitty

Women not only shop well, but also sell well, and if the
elite MDRT (Million Dollar Round Table) club in 2004
had one thing to prove, it was that Indian women are
emerging as better salespersons than men. This is
particularly so in the life insurance business, wherein
direct selling accounts for a major chunk. In this field,
natural empathy and social affability seem to be helping
women, it has been reported.

Mutual fund agents are increasingly tapping better
opportunities in the insurance business, it has been
reported. The agent workforce of private life insurance
players is now six times that of the mutual funds. In the
recent past, India had a formidable 1,00,000 mutual fund
agents. As per industry data, out of that, 85,000
constituted the UTI agents alone.

LIC, GIC and the four state-owned general insurance
companies have contributed over Rs. 3,000 crore in
corporation tax for 2004-05, following higher growth
in business and profits, it has been reported.
LIC alone paid about Rs. 2,000 crore tax but has
sought exemption for the amount set aside for meeting
solvency margin, according to a Finance Ministry
official. GIC contributed Rs. 650 crore while the four
GIPSA companies — New India Assurance, National
Insurance, Oriental Insurance and United India — paid
Rs. 150-200 crore each, it is reported. Although the
insurers have not yet come up with their audited results,
they have paid the taxes in advance.

MDRT is an exclusive club of top performing agents
across the world. In India, among the top players,
around 35 per cent were women. In many cases the
percentage of women MDRT was even more than the
percentage of women in the overall agent force.
MDRT qualifying agents earn hefty commissions.
It is a title given to insurance agents who either achieve
a qualifying premium target of Rs. 22 lakh or a base
commission of Rs. 5.5 lakh.
As per reports, insurers are today increasingly
recruiting women over men into their sales force. It has
been observed that a majority of women insurance
agents are in the age group of 35-50 and have a strong
sense of proving themselves, which renders them more
committed then men. Also, many women take up the life
advisory services as a full-time profession while most
men pursue it as a part-time profession.
Women also tend to make more efforts than the men.
For instance, they spend more time in training
programmes and in understanding the products. They
also manage to spend more time during ‘cold calls’
than men.

But now, with the AMFI (Association of Mutual Fund
in India) certification becoming compulsory, the agent force
has dwindled. Thanks to poor distribution standards and
an inability to understand the workings of sophisticated
financial instruments, only a portion of aspirants could
get the certification to distribute MFs. As per AMFI, there
were only 25,000 agents with AMFI registration numbers.
In contrast, the private life insurance agent force has
grown tremendously. The need for higher geographical
penetration has seen insurance companies recruiting
aggressively. At last count, they added up to a massive
1,50,000. ICICI PruLife topped the list among the private
players, which had close to 50,000 agents, while Bajaj
Allianz had 30,000. At least six of the 11 private life insurance
players had an agent force of 10,000 and plus.
The woes are compounded by the fact that MFs hardly
come with offer documents in any language other than
English. This does not help those who give examinations in
Hindi, particularly in the non-urban area.
Lucrative commissioning structure for insurance
companies has also made the MF agents pass over. With
the starting of the private insurance business since late 2000,
many have found it more remunerative to sell insurance
policies than mutual funds. The rapid rise in insurance agent
force is a case in point.

LIC has sought an exemption for a portion of its
surplus that went for meeting solvency margin. However,
the tax department has not heeded to LIC’s request and
the corporation had to reportedly deposit
Rs. 2,000 crore in taxes, sources said. In accordance
with IRDA’s directive, LIC has so far provided close to
Rs. 16,500 crore for meeting the solvency margin.
IRDA stipulates that assets should exceed liabilities
by 1.5 times for life insurance companies. LIC has
appealed against the tax treatment at an appellate
tribunal for getting the tax benefit on the amount set
aside for solvency requirement.
LIC’s surplus or profits was estimated at
close to Rs.16,000 crore last fiscal on account of
higher growth in premium income. The
corporation’s surplus stood at close to Rs. 11,000 crore
in 2003-04. It distributed 95% of the surplus
(about Rs.10,438 crore) to over 14.11 crore
policyholders by way of bonus during 2003-04 and the
remaining 5% (Rs. 548.13 crore) to the Government.
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BEATING NET BLUES WITH POLICIES
With e-commerce rapidly gaining
ground, and critical business
operations increasingly becoming
dependent on the Net, Internet service
providers (ISPs) and applications
service providers (ASPs) may soon have
to face loss-of-service lawsuits, it is
feared. Thus, enterprises are
considering “Internet liability
insurance” to protect them if they are
ever sued for damages, it has been
reported.

What awes insurers is the size of
the claims. One claim, like the ‘Love
Bug’ virus, can wipe out an insurer.
Only a handful of insurance companies
in the US have attempted to write Net
policies. Premiums range from
$20,000 to $50,000 a year, which takes
it out of the reach of small Internetbased companies that are yet to make
a profit.

ISPs believe that their contracts
protect them from lawsuits. For
instance, no ISP was significantly
affected by the “denial of service
attacks” on major Web sites including
eBay and Yahoo in January 2005. The
standard practice is for an ISP or ASP
either to issue a credit for the amount
of time the Web site is down or to
refund an amount equivalent to what
the company would pay the ISP or ASP
if charged by the hour.

Nevertheless, insurers are trying to
take Net policies to smaller firms. USbased St. Paul Travelers Cos. Inc. has
introduced a new Internet liability
policy for small to mid-size companies
that conduct online business, it has
been reported. The policy, designed for
technology businesses with $5-100
million in annual revenues that conduct
business on the Web, specifically
covers failure to protect private
customer or client data from hackers
or accidental disclosure online, as well
as the failure to prevent the spread of
computer viruses.

But, however detailed and
meticulously planned a contract may
be, certain problems cannot be
foreseen. An ASP provider recalls an
incident: “We had a squirrel get into
the building. He started chewing on a
fibre optic cable and the system went
down. Who do you blame for that?”

“Virtually all businesses are prone
to hackers or viruses if they use e-mail
or transact business through the
Internet,” said Mr. Bill Rohde,
President of St. Paul Travelers’ Global
Technology Underwriting business
unit. “But most commercial general
liability policies don’t cover these
risks.”

CLAM UP AND
RIDE SAFE
Mobile phones, unruly traffic and drunken
driving are normally blamed for road accidents,
but a new study places a big portion of the blame
on an entirely new quarter – backseat riders.
According to a new report by insurance firm
Direct Line, unwanted instructions or advice by
backseat riders often distract motorists, resulting
in accidents or near misses. Further, the report
suggests that 25 per cent of motorists have driven
dangerously after being distracted by backseat
drivers, who believe that they were being helpful
by offering advice.
According to the Daily Mail, a survey of 2,000
adults also showed some passengers told the
driver to switch windscreen wipers or lights on
or even made physical actions as if they were
driving the car. While one-third said that they
became stressed and annoyed if they were
interrupted by a passenger, 10 per cent of women
said they had pulled over and stopped driving
if their motoring skills had been criticised by a
passenger.
“Backseat drivers not only cause unnecessary
stress, but are dangerously distracting motorists,
which is resulting in road accidents,” says the
report. “We urge all drivers to focus their minds
100 per cent on driving safely and concentrate
on the road ahead rather than on a passenger,
and if passengers are being distracting, drivers
need to let them know.”

Former HIH Insurance CEO Receives Jail Sentence
Mr. Ray Williams, former chief
executive of Australian firm HIH
Insurance Ltd. who oversaw the
company’s
multibillion-dollar
collapse, has been sentenced to fourand-a-half years prison for his role in
the country’s largest-ever corporate
failure, it has been reported.
Mr. Williams pleaded guilty in
December 2004 to three counts
stemming from his management of
HIH from 1998 to 2000, including
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failing to properly exercise his duties as
a company director, publishing a
misleading document and overstating
operating profits by A$92.4 million. He
faced a maximum of five years in prison
for each of the first two charges, and a
two-year sentence for the third charge.
HIH was Australia’s second largest
insurer when it collapsed in March 2001
with debts of A$5.3 billion, leaving
thousands of policyholders with unpaid
claims and sparking the failure of a

number of home-building companies
insured by HIH. In 2003, a judicial
inquiry into the HIH collapse
documented corporate excesses
including Mr. Williams letting his
secretary stay at company expense in
a plush Sydney hotel during the week
and fly home each weekend to a tropical
resort area of Queensland state. Once,
HIH spent A$1.17 million on lavish
Christmas parties, and the day before
its collapse it paid out A$10 million in
bonuses to senior executives.
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The Healthiest of ’em All
Wondering which American university
to send your child to? Consider Wyeth’s
study before you decide.
The pharmaceuticals manufacturer,
in a study, found that the residents of
San Jose are the healthiest among 50
of the largest cities in the US. The state
of California has been found to be ahead
of most of the country when it comes to
overall health, with five of its metro
areas in the top 10, it has been reported.
They are San Jose, San Francisco,
Oakland, Sacramento and the Orange
County area, plus San Diego in 12th
place. Seattle (4), Salt Lake City (5)
and Denver (9) also made strong
showings in the West.
Top-ranked San Jose has the
highest “health status” category score
and rates high in the other four major
categories with the exception of “mental
wellness,” in which its score is barely

better than average. By contrast, the
second-ranking city, Washington, D.C.,
holds the highest mental wellness score,
along with uniformly high scores across
the other categories.
The remaining top 10 healthiest
cities are San Francisco (3); Seattle (4);
Salt Lake City (5); Oakland (6);
Sacramento (7); Orange County (8);
Denver (9) and Austin (10).
The bottom 10 cities are New
Orleans (50); San Antonio (49);
Cincinnati (48); Orlando (47);
Columbus (46); Cleveland (45); Detroit
(44); Las Vegas (43); New York (42);
and Indianapolis (41).
One common theme emerging is
that nearly all city dwellers could do a
better job tending to the physical,
mental, social and nutritional aspects
of their lives and working toward a
more balanced lifestyle.

BNI Signs Deal for
Insurance of Housemaids
Housemaids typically demand coffee, food,
saris, salary hikes and, if the trend soon catches
on, insurance.
Bahrain National Insurance (BNI) and
Jakarta Manpower have signed an agreement
for BNI to provide domestic servants insurance
on housemaids recruited through Jakar ta
Manpower company, it has been reported.
Under the terms of the agreement, BNI will
provide a specially designed insurance scheme
on domestic servants covering personal
accidents and bodily injury whilst working in
Bahrain. The insurance will be provided as an
additional benefit from Jakarta Manpower to their
clients. Whenever a housemaid or any other
domestic assistant is recruited through Jakarta
Manpower, a policy will be issued, covering her/
him against personal accidents and bodily injury
including death from accidents. The policy will
also include the cost of repatriation of mortal
remains to the housemaid’s home country.

RISK MANAGERS RISK IT
Scandals do not induce risk managers, who
buy insurance for large corporations, to change
brokers, Mr. Jay Gelb, an analyst at Lehman
Brothers, has been reported as saying. Mr. Gelb
reportedly asked risk managers at the 2005 Risk
and Insurance Management Society conference
whether they planned to change brokers. “They
said uniformly they don’t expect to switch to
another broker, even in the wake of the
allegations of bid-rigging and steering that have
been levelled against the largest brokers,” he
has written in a note to clients.

Mr. Eliot Spitzer, New York Attorney General,
sued Marsh & McLennan in October 2004,
claiming the world’s largest insurance broker
rigged bids for commercial insurance and steered
business to favoured carriers who paid the
company the most contingent commissions.
Marsh settled the suit earlier this year by
agreeing to pay $850 million in restitution to
policyholders and adopting a slew of reforms.
The reportedly scandal sparked concern that the
company might lose clients to smaller rivals.

However, that was unlikely, Mr. Gelb said.
Instead, risk managers expect more
transparency in their dealings with brokers.
A main factor that deters risk managers from
changing brokers is cost. Also, since most large
brokers have been tainted by the recent
scandals, there are very few alternatives. Plus,
risk managers often develop relationships with
the individual brokers they work with, their
companies’ reputation notwithstanding.

EIGHTH WONDER FOR TRAVELLERS – INSURANCE
In the middle of a long-awaited cruise, your child
is down with measles. As you board the flight (whose
ticket cost you two month’ salary) to Mauritius, you
slip and break you hip. Pessimistic worst-case
scenarios all right, but highly plausible. Mitigating the
effect in such cases is travel insurance. Travel insurance
is a lot more than paying for lost baggage; it can mean
peace of mind in a crisis, it has been reported.
As, for most people, a trip is a major investment, it
needs to be protected, feel travel firms. In cases where
hospitals take the passport of foreign traveller-

patients and do not let go until the bills are paid, travel
insurance turns out to be a great help. Terrorist attacks
have only heightened the need for it.
Americans have been estimated to buy travel
insurance 60-70 per cent of the time. However, on average
industry-wide, travellers buy insurance only about 2030% of the time. Travellers can purchase insurance from
their travel agent, direct from an insurance company or
from the cruise line or tour operator.
Basic insurance generally covers trip cancellations,

interruptions, delays, medical evacuation and the cost of
medical care, and issues with luggage (lost, stolen or
delayed). More costly add-ons include extra medical
coverage, coverage for pre-existing medical conditions,
family coverage (although one minor child sometimes is
covered per paying adult), airline (or cruise line or tour
operator) default or bankruptcy, lost luggage, accidents,
“change-my-mind” coverage and rental car collision or
damage. There is even specialty sportsmen coverage for
hunters and fishermen, and insurance for those who want
to live abroad for up to a year.
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Tariff

Advisory

Committee (TAC) held a
meeting at its Head
Office in Mumbai on
April 7, 2005 on possible

L to R: Mr. Dilip Jadhav, Additional Commissioner, Transport, Maharashtra, Mr. S. D. Shinde, Transport
Commissioner, Maharashtra and Dr. D. V. S. Sastry, Director General (R&D), IRDA.

co-ordination and sharing
of information on motor
accidents among various
stakeholders like IRDA/
TAC, road transport
authorities,

vehicle

manufacturers, traffic
police and automobile
associations.
With 1.1 million
passenger vehicles and
6.3 million two wheelers

L to R: Mr. Pradeep Swain, AGM, Tariff Advisory Committee (TAC), Mr. Sunil Merchant, President Western
India Automobile Association (WIAA), Mumbai, Mr. Nitin Dossa, Executive Chairman, WIAA and
Mr. K. K. Srinivasan, Secretary, TAC.

sold in 2004, and with
statistics showing that
80,000 people are killed
in India every year in two
lakh road accidents the
TAC brought together the
authorities to discuss the
burning issue that has
great impact on the
insurance market.
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L to R: Dr. D. V. S. Sastry, Director General (R&D), IRDA, Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA and Mr. Mathew
Verghese, Member (Non-Life), IRDA

“

More regulation was not necessarily the solution. A
collaborative approach may be more helpful than an
onslaught of new rules. Rules generate loopholes and
loopholes lead to malfeasance.

Lord Peter Levene, Chairman, Lloyd's of London

”

Given the scale of the business and the way it
has developed, it is the right time to look at a
different capital structure. But it would be
wrong to see demutualisation as a destination.
It is no more than a milestone along a road.

Sir Brian Stewart, Chairman, Standard Life on criticism
of his company's demutualisation plans.

Yes, it is indeed an ambitious plan to get the new
pension system working, but we need to make a
start somewhere.

Mr. D. Swarup Chairman, PFRDA

Developing countries have a large proportion
of poor, older people working in the informal sector.
They do not have the support of any formal pension
system.

A United Nations Escap survey on aging Asian populations.

The reason companies find themselves in
untenable positions is they've engaged in crimes
that breach their fiduciary duty.

Mr. David Brown, who has run Spitzer's mutual fund and
insurance investigations.
I think it (superannuation funds) should be
exempted from the fringe benefit tax. We have to
distinguish between long-term benefits provided
to an employee by an employer from those that are
short-term in nature. Contribution to superannuation
funds is a long-term benefit.

Mr. C.S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA
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Events
09 - 14 May, 2005
Venue: Pune
Research Methodology and Market Intelligence (Life)
by National Insurance Academy, (NIA) Pune
10 & 11 May
Venue: Singapore
Insurance Executive's Summit on Technology
by Asia Insurance Review
16 - 21 May, 2005
Venue: Pune
Service Differenciation and Relationship Management (Life)
by NIA, Pune
16-17 May 2005
Venue: Pune
Silver Jubilee C.D.Deshmukh Seminar on Future of Life Insurance Markets
by NIA
23 - 28 May, 2005
Venue: Pune
Prevention of Insurance Frauds (Non-Life) by NIA, Pune
30 May - 1 June, 2005
Venue: Pune
Principles of Actuarial Science for Non-Actuarial Executives (Life) by NIA,
Pune

30 May - 02 June, 2005
Venue: Pune
Data Warehousing, Data Mining and Knowledge Management
(Life) by NIA, Pune
02 - 04 June, 2005
Venue: Pune
Programme For Ombudsman Secretaries /Deputy Secretaries
by NIA, Pune
Lateral Thinking & Decision Making (Combined) by NIA, Pune
1 - 2 June, 2005
Venue: Singapore
Reinsurance Dispute Settlement & Arbitration in Asia by Asia
Insurance Review
27 - 28 June, 2005
Venue: Manila
Catastrophe Insurance in Asia by Asia Insurance Review
12 - 14 June, 2005
Venue: Singapore
LOMA/LIMRA Strategic Issues Conference
20 - 23 June, 2005
Venue: Pune
Information Security Management. (Non-Life) by NIA, Pune
30 June - 02 July, 2005
Venue: Pune
Actuarial Appreciation Prog. (Non-Life) by NIA, Pune

